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Abstract
In this thesis, the background and technical theory of the receivers are discussed.
Methods used to search for periods, correlations, and delays in the time series of class
II methanol masers at 6668 MHz and 12178 MHz are presented together with the
observed variability of these sources. Background theory is given on, the processes
by which massive stars are formed. The theory of astronomical masers and methanol
maser excitation is given in detail.
The receiver testing and observation technique chapters describe: the results
and methods used to calibrate the two receivers, namely 2.5-cm and 4.5-cm, with
central frequencies of 6668 MHz and 12178 MHz respectively, as well as data cap-
ture methods for spectroscopic observations. The laboratory square law detector
or radiometer was also calibrated to ensure that the noise diode temperature was
accurately determined. There is 8.3 per cent deviation from an ideal square law
detector.
The time series and spectra for one methanol source, G351.42+0.64 which serves
as a control source at 6668 MHz and 12178 MHz, one irregularly varying methanol
source G351.78-0.54 at 6668 MHz, seven known quasi-periodic and periodic sources
(G9.62+0.20E, G12.89+0.49, G188.95+0.89 and G328.24-0.55, at both 6668 MHz
and 12178 MHz, and G331.13-0.24, G338.93-0.06, and G339.62-0.12, at 6668 MHz),
and seven new methanol maser source regions (G0.092+0.663, G6.189-0.358, G8.832-
0.028, G8.872-0.493, G348.617-1.162, G351.688+0.171 and G358.460-0.391, at both
6668 MHz and 12178 MHz) are shown and discussed. The seven new sources were
from the 6668-MHz Methanol Multi-Beam (MMB) survey Catalogues I and II. Pe-
iv
vriods were searched for using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods. The
quasi-periodic and periodic sources show diverse waveforms and diverse periods be-
tween 29 and 511 days. From the seven new methanol maser sources, G8.872-0.493
(76 day period) and G358.460-0.391 (187 day period) both at 6668 MHz, were found
to be variable and they are possible new candidates for the periodic or quasi-periodic
group of sources.
The Colliding Wind Binary (CWB) model is proposed by van der Walt (2011)
as the source of the observed periodic variability in these regions. The properties
of the binary systems using the 29 and 511 day period are discussed as well as the
common features in the time series, such as long-term variations and flares. The
source of the periodicities has not been finally determined but the foundation has
been laid.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
MASER is an acronym for Microwave Amplification by Stimulated Emission of
Radiation. There are a small number of astronomical (naturally occurring) maser
species and among them are methanol masers. The two brightest methanol maser
emission lines (12178-MHz and 6668-MHz) are found in massive star forming regions
and serve as a useful tool for probing these environments. The 12178-MHz line was
found by Batrla et al. (1987) and the 6668-MHz line was discovered by Menten
(1991).
Methanol is formed in the molecular cloud via grain surface reactions (Das et al.,
2008). In this process: hydrogen (H), carbon monoxide (CO) and oxygen (O) are
accreted onto the surface of the grain. These species will react with one another
based on their electro-negativity and electron affinity. A methanol molecule can be
formed in the process (H + H3CO −→ CH3OH). Studying methanol maser lines
at 6668-MHz and 12178-MHz is an indirect way of studying the dynamics of these
massive star forming regions. Probing the interior of these molecular clouds directly
is hard due to the high optical depth at optical wavelengths, resulting from dust
which absorbs most of the radiation emitted by the young stellar object.
1
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1.2 Motivation
Goedhart et al. (2003) reported periodic flares in masers associated with
G9.62+0.20E. Goedhart et al. (2004) at Hartebeesthoek Radio Astronomy Obser-
vatory (HartRAO) monitored a sample of 54 methanol maser sources at 6668-MHz.
These were found in massive star forming regions and it was found that seven of
these showed regular (periodic) variability. Since then, HartRAO has continued
monitoring these sources to try to explain such behaviour.
There is a two year gap in the monitoring programme due to the 26-m HartRAO
radio telescope bearing having failed in 2008. After repairing the bearing and the
receivers in 2010, the monitoring programme was resumed. Seven new methanol
emission regions from the 6668-MHz Methanol Multi-Beam (MMB) survey catalogue
I (Caswell et al., 2010) and catalogue II (Green et al., 2010) were considered for a
new monitoring programme to search for more periodic masers.
There are a lot of questions to be answered in this field, but in this thesis we
want to set up a foundation for study of the variability of cosmic methanol masers in
massive star forming regions to see whether these periodic (quasi-periodic) masers
evolve and if so, how they evolve. New sources are considered to try to find out how
many different waveforms can be observed. We also want to see whether there are
other periodic sources (e.g. Szymczak et al. (2011) found a new periodic source). It
might not be possible to find conclusive evidence of periodicity because periods can
be of the order of hundreds of days.
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1.3 Overview
The thesis comprises seven chapters, including the introduction.
In chapter 2, the star formation processes, formation of a multiple star sys-
tem, the definition of a maser, methanol spectroscopy and selected methanol maser
sources (irregular, periodic and quasi-periodic) are discussed.
In chapter 3, the method used to calibrate the noise diode of the 2.5-cm receiver,
4.5-cm receiver and laboratory radiometer used for receiver testing, and the data
collection techniques and calibration technique are discussed. The results for each
receiver noise diode calibration, radiometer calibration and telescope calibration are
shown and discussed.
In chapter 4, four time series analysis methods are discussed. Three of these
methods are used to determine and test the significance of the period in a time
series - (i) the Lomb-Scargle, (ii) Phase Dispersion Minimisation and (iii) epoch-
folding methods. The fourth method is used to study the correlations and phase
lags (time delays) between two time series.
In chapter 5, the results for the control source, irregularly varying source, periodic
or quasi-periodic sources, and seven new methanol sources are shown.
Chapter 6 discusses the results for the irregularly varying sources, periodic or
quasi-periodic sources, and seven new methanol maser sources.
In chapter 7, the results and discussions are summarised and the future prospects
are presented.
Chapter 2
Star formation and maser theory
2.1 Introduction
This chapter gives the background theory about massive star forming processes, com-
peting models on the possibility of forming a multiple star system, and astronomical
maser and methanol maser sources which were considered for the investigation of
the observed variability.
2.2 Star formation processes
High mass star formation occurs in four stages (Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007). First, a
giant molecular cloud forms dense cold molecular cores or filaments due to gravo-
turbulence in the compression stage. The second stage is a non-homologous
collapse of the core into an optically thick, pressure-supported protostellar embryo.
The non-homologous collapse occurs when the density distribution in the molecular
cloud is uneven. Shu (1992) gives the density ρ of the inner region of the molecular
cloud to be ρ ∝ r− 32 and ρ ∝ r−2 for the outer region in the non-homologous
collapse. During the collapse, the inner region will be in free fall whereas the outer
region will be almost static. Third, the giant molecular cloud material falls into
4
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the protostellar embryo undergoing Accretion via a disk. Fourth: In disruption
phase, the interaction between the jets, HII gas pressure, and radiation pressure
disrupts the clouds (Murray et al., 2010). Below, the details of the collapsing and
accretion phase are given.
After the compression stage, a sufficiently perturbed giant molecular cloud will
collapse. This collapse occurs in isothermal conditions which are best described by
the Bonner-Ebert sphere (Foster, 1994). The perturbation could be caused by the
shock wave from a supernova explosion, which results from star death or from star
birth, or from stellar winds. This will result in a supersonic flow in the interior
of the giant molecular cloud. As the supersonic flow propagates in the inter-cloud
medium there will be a strong density perturbation, which is due to the fact that the
inter-cloud medium is highly compressible (Mac Low & Klessen, 2004). The giant
molecular cloud contracts under gravity and the turbulent flow, together with the
magnetic field, generates the outward pressure. As clumps collapse, the radiated
energy dissociates H2 instead of increasing the temperature of the dense core. The
magnetic field in the core produce Lorentz force which is exerted on the ions. The
ions are pushed out of the high gas density region. The magnetic field is dragged
out together with the ions. This is called ion-neutral or ambipolar diffusion (Nunez,
2006; Pudritz, 2002). The thermal pressure can be ignored because the molecular
cloud is cold. Clumps will self-gravitate to form a protostar.
Due to the protostar’s high density, the surrounding clumps will fall into the
protostar. The clumps with large angular momentum will spiral into the protostar,
resulting in the formation of a circumstellar accretion disk. This process serves as
an angular momentum reduction mechanism for the infalling clumps. The proto-
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star’s internal thermal pressure will increase during the accretion and force its way
out via the rotational axis, this is called ‘bipolar molecular outflow’. The protostar
will then follow the Pre-Main Sequence (PMS) path for a high mass star in the
Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram (Prialnik, 2000). In the PMS, the protostar will
be burning hydrogen and still accreting its envelope. The protostar will eventually
enter the Zero Age Main Sequence (ZAMS) on the HR diagram, where the inter-
actions of jets, HII gas pressure and radiation pressure destroy the accretion disk
(Zinnecker & Yorke, 2007).
2.2.1 Star cluster formation
Perhaps the observed regular variability of class II methanol masers can be explained
by binary or multiple star systems. It was suggested by van der Walt (2011) that
the colliding winds from a binary system could explain the observed periodic flare
from one of the methanol maser sources called G9.62+0.20E.
In most cases, stars are found in groups. Kraus (2010) listed four possible mech-
anisms in which a binary or multiple star system could be formed. They are:
 tidal capture in a dense stellar cluster,
 splitting of a protostar to form a binary companion,
 formation of a binary companion from a circumstellar accretion disk, or
 fragmentation during core formation.
Shu et al. (1987) suggest fragmentation of the giant molecular cloud by shock
compression or catastrophic cooling (Woodward, 1953) as another possible way of
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forming a multiple star system. The shock front initiates the implosion of a cloud
so that it collapses to form two or more dense cores. Each of these dense cores will
evolve to form a star.
Press & Teukolsky (1977) give detailed calculations of the two-tidal capture
mechanism of Fabian et al. (1975). In this mechanism, the stars close together
are captured by tidal forces. This formation mechanism does not concern us much
because we are interested in the early stages of massive star formation.
The splitting of a protostar or young stellar object to form a binary companion
falls within the region of our interest. In this mechanism, if the core has enough
angular momentum it experiences stress. The amount of angular momentum will
determine the future of the core. For small angular momenta, the shear force will just
deform the core. For stronger angular momenta, this will result in the formation of
a tri-axial bar shape, which could be further split into multi-system cores provided
that it has enough angular momentum (Kraus, 2010). These multi-system cores
can accrete more matter to become a binary or multiple star system. One of the
big challenges with this mechanism is that particles with high angular momentum
and low total mass would move to the edge of the bar. This would result in a
quick reduction of angular momentum in the tri-axial bar before it splits into dense
multiple cores (Boss, 1988). Each of the separated dense cores would accrete to form
a star which would be part of a multiple star system.
In the splitting of a circumstellar accretion disk to form a companion star, the
rate of infall onto a circumstellar accretion disk and the transfer rate of matter from
the accretion disk to the protostar are unbalanced. This causes instability in the
disk. The unstable disk splits to form a dense core, which could also form a star.
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During the formation of the core, there are two possible collapse mechanisms,
namely homologous (when all parts of the molecular cloud collapse at the same
rate due to the uniform density distribution) and non-homologous (Kraus, 2010).
Homologous collapse occurs when the thermal energy is less than the gravitational
energy. Non-homologous collapse occurs when the core is rotating slowly which
results in a significant density difference between the central core and the edge of
the core. The difference in density results in a split of the core to form a primary
star and its companion.
2.3 Astronomical masers
In order for astronomical masers to form, population inversion and velocity coherence
are required. Population inversion means that the upper energy level must be more
populated than the lower energy level. Velocity coherence means that the Doppler
shift difference along the line of sight is small.
Before the description of a maser, it vital to describe how the particles in
the energy levels are distributed in thermodynamic equilibrium. These par-
ticles are described by the Boltzmann equation of thermodynamic equilibrium
(Osterbrock & Ferland, 2006; Rybicki & Lightman, 2004).
To better understand a maser, a two-energy-level population model (Figure 2.1)
will be used. In Figure 2.1, the particles can be moved from the upper (lower) to
the lower (upper) energy level. This is based on the principle of detailed balance
which states that for every microscopic process there is a reverse counterpart and
the rate of these processes takes place in such a way that if they were the only process
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Figure 2.1: The diagram shows two energy levels for a system. There are processes which
can populate and de-populate the energy levels. These processes are either collisional or
radiative.
in the system, then the resulting population distribution would be in thermodynamic
equilibrium (Elitzur, 1992).
There are three possible outcome which can occur when matter interact with
radiation; absorption, represented by Einstein B-coefficient Bij . The subscript ij
means the transition is from i energy level to j, spontaneous emission, represented
by Einstein A-coefficient Aij , and Induced or stimulated emission, which was found
by Einstein (1917) (ter Haar, 1967, English version) and represented by the Einstein
B-coefficient given by Bji. When the principle of detail balance and the Boltzmann
equation of thermodynamic equilibrium assumption are used in the two-energy-level
population model, the Einstein coefficients related by
Aji =
2hν3Bji
c2
;Bij =
gjBji
gi
(2.1)
where c is the speed of light in the vacuum, ν is the frequency and gi is the statistical
weight. Equation 2.1 shows that Einstein’s coefficients are independent of the ther-
mal equilibrium because they are temperature independent but they are dependent
on the microscopic quantities of the system.
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In our two-energy-level model, the statistical weight for all levels will be con-
sidered to be the same (g1 = g2 = g) and the dumping rate will also be the same
(Γ1 = Γ2 = Γ). The dumping term arises in the system due to the fact that particles
can decay to the non-masing levels. So the resulting set of steady state equations
will be
0 = p1ν − Γn1ν +B12νJνn2ν −B12νJνn1ν + A21νn2ν − n1νC12 + n2νC21 (2.2)
and
0 = p2ν − Γn2ν − B12νJνn2ν +B12νJνn1ν − A21νn2ν − n2νC21 + n1νC12. (2.3)
In Equation 2.2 and Equation 2.3, Jν =
1
4pi
∫
IνdΩ is an angle-averaged intensity
which is the strength of the radiation field, pi is the pumping rate, ni is the popula-
tion per sub-level and Cij is the collision rate (defined by the product of the overall
system density number and collisional rate coefficient).
If Equation 2.3 is subtracted from Equation 2.2, the population difference ∆nν =
n2ν − n1ν , can be determined and as
∆nν =
∆p
Γ + 2B21Jν
,
∆nν =
∆no
1 + Jν
Js
φ(ν),
(2.4)
where ∆no =
p2−p1
Γ
, φ(ν) is the line profile of the emission, and the saturation
intensity Js =
Γ
2B21
. Elitzur (1992) has shown that the detailed behaviour of masers
is still valid even if collisional terms and spontaneous decay terms are neglected. The
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collisional term is ignored, based on the fact that the radiated energy (∆E = hν)
during masing is far less than the energy associated with the kinetic temperature (Tk)
of the system. Another factor is that masers cannot occur in high density regions,
as this implies that the collision rate will be less than the decay rate in the energy
level. The spontaneous decay can be ignored because it occurs at a much lower rate
when compared to the decay rate Γ, which represents energy losses to energy levels
other than maser energy levels. So neglecting the collision and spontaneous decay
terms, the population inversion efficiency is
η =
p2 − p1
p1 + p2
. (2.5)
In Equations 2.5 and 2.4, p2 > p1 is a non-thermal population inversion (n2 > n1)
and maser action can occur (η > 0), but when p2 ≤ p1 (anti-inversion) maser action
cannot occur (η ≤ 0) because there will be no population inversion.
The pumping mechanism in a maser excites the system to a higher state which
then cascades down to the masing level. The pumping mechanism is important
in order for the maser to occur more than once. There are two known possible
pumping mechanisms for masers, namely radiative and collisional pumping. The
pumping rate terms are p1ν and p2ν , in Equations 2.2 and 2.3 respectively.
Another factor in an astronomical maser is radiation amplification. The emission
of radiation is studied using quantum mechanics but the radiation transfer from
a source is studied using electromagnetism. So the radiated photons are carried
through the medium by the mechanism called radiative transfer. The rate of change
of the emitted intensity Iν over the path which the radiation uses is defined by the
radiation source (Sν) minus the radiation intensity. The source function is defined
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by the ratio of the emissivity coefficient (ξν) and the absorption coefficient (κν).
This is a radiative transfer equation. The equation for the absorption coefficient is
given by Elitzur (1992) and also by Lo (2005) as
κν =
hν
4π
n1B12
(
1− n2/g2
n1/g1
)
φ(ν). (2.6)
Masers occur when the absorption coefficient is negative, which implies that as
the radiation moves through the cloud or media it will be amplified. This occurs
when the medium is not in the thermal equilibrium which is when
(
1− n2/g2
n1/g1
)
> 1
, =⇒ exp (− hν
kT
) > 1. In a molecular cloud, a long path length L along which the
stimulation radiation has to travel is required. The radiation is amplified by a factor
of exp
(− ∫ κνdL) (Lo, 2005). An example of where masers can be formed is the
region of molecular gas near the star, where this region is not in thermal equilibrium.
In this region, the density of the gas is below the critical density for the collisional
de-excitation and this results in the radiative decay of the excitation state which
causes the population inversion and masers to form (Lo, 2005). When Jν
Js
≪ 1, the
maser population difference ∆nν does not interact with maser radiation and it is
called an unsaturated maser. In the unsaturated maser case, particles are pumped
with rate p and leaves with rate Γ before interacting with radiation (Elitzur, 1992).
The unsaturated masing implies exponential amplification as explained above, so
the spectral and spatial Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) becomes narrower;
hence, masers are very bright and very compact. On the other hand, the saturated
maser occurs when Jν
Js
≫ 1, where the maser radiations will affect the population
inversion (see equations 2.4 and 2.5). This will decrease maser growth (the absorp-
tion coefficient will decrease too), increase photon production rate, re-broaden the
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line profile and FWHM will get more narrower (Elitzur, 1992).
The overall population of the maser system is defined by nν and nν = nφ(ν),
with φ(ν) being the line profile of the emission. The line profile holds information
about broadening or narrowing of the emission (see Section 4.5 in: Elitzur, 1992).
2.4 Methanol maser excitation
The structure of the methanol molecule is shown Figure 2.2a. The hydroxyl group
is asymmetric to the methyl group. There is a mutual interaction between these two
groups which hinders the rotation of methyl relative to hydroxyl. This results in
torsional oscillation due to the methyl and hydroxyl bond, and it produces angular
momentum about the internal rotation axis defined by the methyl group (de Buizer,
2000). This angular momentum is strongly coupled with the overall or total angular
momentum to produce the two torsional symmetry states of the methanol molecule,
namely A-type and E-type symmetry. Their main difference is the alignment of the
nuclear spin (Cragg et al., 2005). The quantum mechanics selection rule for transi-
tions between two energy states requires the conservation of symmetry. This means
that transitions between E-type and A-type methanol symmetry are forbidden and
only E-type to E-type and A-type to A-type transitions are allowed.
Molecules have rotational, vibrational and electronic eigenstates which are char-
acterised by quantum numbers. These quantum numbers are the total angular mo-
mentum quantum number (~L), the total angular spin momentum quantum number
(~S), the overall total angular momentum quantum number ( ~J) and the K-quantum
number, which is the projection of total angular momentum onto the nuclear symme-
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Figure 2.2: (a): Model of the methanol maser with the dashed line being the axis of
symmetry. The double headed arrow in the methanol molecular structure shows the
hindered internal rotation by the OH group. (b) and (c): Energy levels of A-type and
E-type class II methanol transitions. The + and − are used to show the split in the energy
levels (de Buizer, 2000).
try axis. The quantum number which characterises the torsional vibrational energy
state is v. The rotational eigenstate is characterised by ~JK . ~J is found by adding ~L
and ~S using the LS-coupling scheme ( ~J = ~L+ ~S) (Foot, 2005). The energy state of
the molecule can also be described by the K quantum number which is not a strict
quantum number, but it can be considered as a quantum number due to asymmetry
and internal rotation of the methanol molecule (Cragg et al., 2005). The A-type
symmetry methanol has torsional degeneracy which splits K > 0 quantum numbers
into a pair of degenerate energy levels labelled by A+ and A−, but the E-type sym-
metry has double degeneracy (de Buizer, 2000). As shown in Figure 2.2 (b) and
(c), the values of the K quantum numbers for E-type symmetry are both negative
and positive in the methanol energy level diagram. The energy levels for A-type
methanol occur for the non-negative integers in the K quantum numbers. The tor-
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sional degeneracy splitting only occurs when the K quantum number is positive. All
the transitions in an atom or a molecule are governed by the quantum mechanics
selection rules.
There are two classes of methanol masers, namely class I (MMI) and Class II
(MMII). These classes are distinguished by their transitions and surrounding en-
vironments. MMII appears to be projected on ultra-compact ionised hydrogen
(UCHII) regions in massive star forming regions. They serve as an indirect way
of studying the dynamics of massive star forming regions. On the other hand, MMI
are off-set from the UCHII regions and they are often associated with hydroxyl (OH)
masers and water vapour (H2O) masers (Menten, 1991).
For the A-type state, ∆K is positive and an example is the 6668-MHz MMII
emission line which is between the 51 and 60 levels. For the E-type state, ∆K
is negative, and the 12178-MHz MMII emission line is an example. This is the
transition between 20 and 3−1 levels (Cragg et al., 2005). In the above example,
the numbers in the radiative transition states are total angular momentum and the
subscript is the K quantum number, which has been defined as the projection of the
total angular momentum ( ~Jk). These radiative transitions can be simplified in this
form 51 − 60 A+ at 6668-MHz and 20 − 3−1 E at 12178-MHz.
The population inversion will only occur if the spontaneous decay to the masing
level is faster than the decay rate of the maser level, or the spontaneous decay from
the maser level is slower than the decay to the maser level. For an example, see
Figure 2.1. The rate at which particles move from the n2 population should be less
than the rate at which particle move to n2. It implies that the end result will be that
n2 > n1 (population inversion). The Aij coefficient of spontaneous decay is directly
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proportional to the cube of the frequency (Aij ∝ ν3): see Equation 2.1 in Section
2.3 (Elitzur, 1992). The spontaneous decay is strong at high frequencies and weak
at low frequencies. By studying the Einstein coefficient, Cragg et al. (1992) came
to the conclusion that for the E-type methanol, K = 2 is favoured over K = 1 and
3, and K = -1 is favoured over K = 0 and 3. For the A-type, K=0 is favoured over
K = 1, and K = 1 and 3 are favoured over K = 3. Our interest is mostly in the
pumping mechanism for MMII and to be more direct, the 20 − 3−1 E and 51 − 60
A+ transitions which form maser emission lines.
Figure 2.3: The results for the brightness temperature for the four class II methanol
masers (6668-MHz, 12178-MHz, 23121-MHz and 107013-MHz), modelled by Cragg et al.
(2005) with the new collision data. The Tk, Td, nH and
NM
∆V were fixed at 150 K, 175
K, 107 cm−3 and 1012.2 cm−3s respectively. The solid line is for the new Pottage et al.
(2001, 2002, 2004a,b) collision data, and the dashed line is for the collision rate coefficients
determined by the propensity rule (Fano, 1985), which was based on the double resonance
experiments by Lees & Haque (1974). The energy levels used were up to J = 18 and vt =
3.
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Cragg et al. (1992) have shown that MMI are collisionally pumped while MMII
are radiatively pumped, where the collisional excitation is important for keeping
the system in quasi-equilibrium from the radiation field. This argument follows
the principle of detailed balance. MMII are likely to be found in the moderate
dense (105 < nH < 10
8.3 cm−3) but cooler (< 100 K) environments and they are
pumped by the warm infrared dust (> 100 K) Cragg et al. (2002). For the 20− 3−1
E maser emission line, the system is radiatively pumped to a higher energy level,
then decays spontaneously. The 3−1 energy level is favoured over 20 during the
spontaneous decay, making it more populated than 20, but the loss rate for 3−1 is
higher than 20, therefore there will be a population inversion between 20 and 3−1
E-type states. If a photon stimulates this population inversion, maser radiation will
occur as shown in Figure 2.2(c). The formation process for the 51 − 60 A+ maser
line is similar to that for the 20 − 3−1 E maser line.
Figure 2.3 show the results from modelling four class II methanol masers (6668-
MHz, 12178-MHz, 23121-MHz and 107013-MHz). The dust temperature (Td), the
kinetic temperature (Tk), the specific column density (
NM
∆V
), which is the ratio of
the column density of A- or E-species methanol tangential to the line of sight (NM)
and the line width (∆V ), and the gas density (nH) were kept constant in the model.
Cragg et al. (2005) found that at low gas density (104 cm−3) both collisional models
are irrelevant and masers are formed by radiative effects. At high density (109 cm−3),
collisions are very important in balancing the effect of the pumping mechanism and
all masers are rapidly cooled down.
The 6668-MHz and 12178-MHz emission lines show weak or strong correlation
from one condition to another (see Figure 2.3). This shows that these two emission
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lines are found in slightly different conditions. For an example, at high brightness
temperature ( > 1010 K) and low gas temperature ( < 100 K), there is a strong corre-
lation. For the high gas temperature ( > 100 K) and a lower brightness temperature
( < 1010 K), there is a weaker correlation between the 6668-MHz and 12178-MHz
emission lines (see Figure 2.3). The rapid cooling of these two emission lines are
also observed at different conditions. For an example, 6668-MHz line cools rapidly
between 1013 and 1014 cm−13.s−1 specific column density, but 12178-MHz emission
line quenches at higher specific column density ( > 1014).
2.5 Monitored methanol maser regions
Methanol masers show different types of variability. Goedhart et al. (2003) moni-
tored 54 methanol maser sources with the 26-m HartRAO telescope, and noticed
that one of the methanol maser regions shows periodic flares. Later it was shown
that seven sources were periodic or quasi-periodic (Goedhart et al., 2004).
The 26-m HartRAO radio telescope bearing failed in 2008 and the telescope was
recommissioned after it was repaired in 2010. The monitoring programme was re-
sumed for some of the periodic, quasi-periodic and episodic methanol sources. Seven
new methanol maser source regions were added as a new monitoring programme.
Our samples of methanol maser sources for single dish radio astronomy monitoring
programmes were arranged in four groups.
The first group only has one source and it is a control source, G351.42+0.64. A
map of this region with maser spot maps (OH masers of Forster & Caswell (1989)
and Gaume & Mutel (1987), H2O masers of Forster & Caswell (1989) and CH3OH
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masers), the ultra-compact ionised hydrogen region, mid-infrared sources, and the
6668-MHz radio continuum image (Caswell, 1997) was given by de Buizer et al.
(2000). The time series of the masers show small irregular variations and it is a
bright source, so it can be observed in a short time (Goedhart et al., 2009). It
is important to check if the determined Point Source Sensitivity (PSS) from the
continuum calibrators is correct for spectroscopy. An incorrect PSS value will result
in artificial variations in the time series and the masers in this source provide a good
continuity check.
The second group also has one source, G351.78-0.54. This source has shown
strong random variations in both hydroxyl (1665 MHz) and methanol (6668 MHz)
masers (Macleod & Gaylard, 1996). Macleod & Gaylard (1996) attempted to ex-
plain the observed variability as being caused by either the variations in the pumping
mechanism which could be non-thermal radio emission, irregularly varying ionised
jets and dense, ionised stellar winds or fluctuation in the masing gas.
The third group of masers comprises the seven sources identified by
Goedhart et al. (2004, 2009, 2003) as periodic or quasi-periodic sources. These
sources are G9.62+0.20E, G12.89+0.49, G188.95+0.89, G328.24-0.55, G331.13-0.24,
G338.93-0.06 and G339.62-0.12.
 G9.62+0.20 is a complex massive star forming region. It has several differ-
ent types of HII regions and Garay et al. (1993) labelled them from A to E
according to their increase in compactness. The methanol masing region is
found in front of the E region (Goedhart et al., 2005). The time series at both
6668 MHz and 12178 MHz show a 246 day period (Goedhart et al., 2003).
 G12.89+0.49 is a massive star forming region found in the Carina Sagittar-
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ius spiral arm and it shows strong emission in water vapour, hydroxyl and
methanol masers (Xu et al., 2011). It has a period of 29.5 days for both 6668
MHz and 12178 MHz, which is the shortest known period in periodic methanol
maser sources (Goedhart et al., 2009).
 G188.95+0.89 is considered to be a complex massive star forming region.
Minier et al. (2005) made a multi-wavelength study of this region. It was
found to be projected near Sh 2-247 (which is part of the Gem OB1 complex
molecular cloud complex). It has two regions, namely G188.95-MM1 (emits
from mid-infrared to mm) and G188.95-MM2 (which shows strong sub-mm
and mm emission). Studies of the spectral energy distribution (SED) of this
region gave a mass limit and luminosity limit for the source. The 6668-MHz
and 12178-MHz maser lines have a period of 416 days (Goedhart et al., 2004).
 The G328.24-0.55 methanol source region shows two groups of maser spots
both at 12178 MHz and 6668 MHz. It has a radio continuum source with
an integrated flux density of 27.7 mJy (Phillips et al., 1998). Norris et al.
(1993) found that these maser spots are not linearly distributed and it was
suggested that these maser spot groups are on the opposite sides of the UCHII
region (which may be on the opposite edges of the circumstellar accretion disc).
Another possibility is that each group could have its own star, meaning that it
could be a binary system. Masers were considered to be moderately variable
with a 216 day period (Goedhart et al., 2004).
 The G331.13-0.24 interferometric maser spot maps show a linear morphology
but with an additional weak maser some distance away (Phillips et al., 1998).
It was also suggested that this region could be a multiple star forming region.
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The maser line at 6668 MHz show quasi-periodic variations - some time series
have a 572 day period and some a 472 day period (Goedhart et al., 2004).
 The masers in G338.93-0.06 show strong periodicity at 6668 MHz with a 132
day period (Goedhart et al., 2004).
 G339.62-0.12 interferometric maser spot maps show two groups (Walsh et al.,
1998). This source was monitored at 6668-MHz. The time series for the
spread out maser spot group has shown irregular variations and the other group
showed regularly varying behaviour with a 202 day period (Goedhart et al.,
2004).
The fourth group comprised seven of the brightest methanol maser source re-
gions selected from the 6668-MHz Methanol Multi-Beam (MMB) survey Catalogue
I (Caswell et al., 2010) and Catalogue II (Green et al., 2010). These emission re-
gions are G0.092+0.663, G6.189-0.358, G8.832-0.028, G8.872-0.493, G348.617-1.162,
G351.688+0.171 and G358.460-0.391. These source regions have been previously
monitored in two epochs, first with the 64-m Parkes radio telescope, followed by the
Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) for accurate position measurements.
2.6 Possible explanation for periodic behaviour
In an attempt to explain the source of the periodic variability, van der Walt (2011)
proposed a model which could reproduce the periodic flares seen in G9.62+0.20E
and the periodic variations of G188.95+0.89. The theory for the model is illustrated
in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Toy model for Colliding Wind Binary (CWB) which produce seed photons to
cause masing (van der Walt, 2011).
In the model, two protostars (or a protostar and protoplanet) orbiting each other
in an elliptic orbit produce a shock wave front which is due to the colliding wind
from the binary system. This process is called Colliding Wind Binary (CWB). A
CWB produces an ionisation photon which travels in an ionised hydrogen region
without attenuation. When it reaches the partially ionised or unionised region, the
photon is absorbed and produces a seed photon which forms a maser.
The pitfall of this model is that there is no direct observational evidence of the
binary system in either G9.62+0.20E or G188.95+0.89.
Sobolev et al. (2007) proposed that the dust temperature variations are the
source of the observed periodicity in the methanol maser sources. This is due
due to the brightness of Young Stellar Object (YSO) or protostar variations due
to accretion processes.
Chapter 3
Receiver testing and Observation
techniques
3.1 Introduction
The noise diodes for the 2.5-cm and 4.5-cm receivers were calibrated using the hot-
cold load Y-factor method. Before receiver calibration, the laboratory radiometer
was tested for any deviations from the ideal square-law detector. The test was
conducted by sending the signal to the radiometer, and varying the attenuation by
the precision attenuator.
In the observation techniques, detailed explanations of the drift scan method
(used to collect calibration data), frequency switching method (used to collect spec-
troscopic data), and the radio astronomical spectroscopic data reduction technique
are given.
3.2 HartRAO radio telescope basic details
The 26-m HartRAO radio telescope is an equatorial mounted 25.908-m Cassegrain
design built by Blaw Knox in 1961. The telescope is located at 25 53′ 14′′.4 (25.887◦)
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South and 27 41′ 05′′.2 (27.685◦) East. The basic specifications of the telescope are
given in Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1 shows the elevation limit of the telescope.
Diameter 25.9 m
Focal Ratio (f/D) 0.424
Surface Tolerance 0.5-mm rms
Wavelength Limit 1.3-cm
Feed System Cassegrain
Pointing Resolution 0.001◦
Repeatability 0.004◦
Slew Rate on each axis 0.5◦ s−1
Table 3.1: Basic specifications for the 26-m HartRAO radio telescope.
Figure 3.1: Elevation limit as a function of azimuth (Gaylard, 2012).
3.3 Laboratory radiometer calibration
The laboratory radiometer was calibrated to check whether its response followed the
ideal “square-law” detector, that is Vout ∝ Pin.
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For this calibration experiment, the square law detector, signal generator and
precision attenuator were used. The signal produced by the signal generator was
transmitted to the radiometer by coaxial cable. The radiometer calibration data
were obtained by setting the highest attenuation in the precision attenuator in order
to set a reference level of the detector’s output. The detector output was measured
for each attenuation value from 0 to 11 dB in steps of 1 dB. The reference level was
subtracted from the voltage measured by the square law detector and the minimum
voltage Vm was set to be the detector’s output at 11 dB. This was the highest
attenuation level of the experiment. The square law detector radiometer output Vo
is given by
Vo = Vm exp
(
(Attenuation in dB) ln (10)
10
)
. (3.1)
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Figure 3.2: Graph of the power output of the square law detector output versus the
attenuation (shown by the symbol). The dashed line is the fitted curve to the detector
output.
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If the attenuation and Vm of the experiment are used to calculate Vo in equation
3.1, the calculated Vo does not fit the output of the radiometer. The results of
the experiment are shown in Figure 3.2. The discrepancy between the radiometer
output and the expected square law detector output suggest a distortion in Equation
3.1. We therefore introduced an empirical scaling factor β. The new equation can
be defined as the output of a super square law detector Vos and it is given by:
Vos = Vm exp
(
β
(Attenuation in dB) ln (10)
10
)
. (3.2)
The correction factor in Equation 3.2 was determined using the Gnuplot pro-
gramme. Equation 3.2 was linearised by log10, fitted to the linearised detector
output and the attenuation values from the precision attenuator. The results of
the fit are shown by the dash dotted line in Figure 3.2. The best fit produced
β = 1.083± 0.002 (about 8.3 per cent deviation). The deviation is due to the diode
in the detector.
3.4 Hot-cold load calibration theory
The method used for the ground-based calibration of the receiver is called the hot-
cold load Y-factor method (Sinclair & Gough, 1991). For this method, a cold and
hot load is required. Ideally, a square law radiometer would have noise power (P )
per frequency bandwidth (∆ν) proportional to the system temperature as described
by Kraus (1986). To determine the temperature of the noise diode, four differ-
ent total power output values were measured by a radiometer. The mathematical
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representations of these values are shown by the following equations:
Pcold = Υ (Tr + Tcold) , (3.3)
Phot = Υ (Tr + Thot) , (3.4)
PND
−
cold = Υ (Tr + Tcold + TND) (3.5)
and
PND
−
hot = Υ (Tr + Thot + TND) . (3.6)
Equations 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 have Υ which is the proportionality constant. In
Equations 3.5 and 3.6, TND is the noise diode temperature contribution to the
system temperature. Equations 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 illustrate how the calibration
of a noise diode is carried out. The frequency is varied across the receiver frequency
band while the feedhorn is pointed at a cold or hot load with and without firing
the noise diode. The Y-factor term is the ratio of the power output per bandwidth
of either Y = Phot/Pcold or Y = PND
−
hot/Pcold. The RCP and LCP Y-factor terms
are mathematically equal but the values are not the same due to the fact that each
polarisation has its own detector. This implies that the gains will be different, owing
to the different component gains in each radiometer.
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3.5 The 2.5-cm receiver calibration
The 2.5-cm receiver is shown schematically in Figure 3.3. When the signal enters
the polariser, it is split into its left and right circular components.
The signal passes through the noise diode coupler. The low and high noise diode
is coupled with the signal, then transmitted into a Low Noise Block (LNB) converter,
where the signal is amplified and converted to a lower frequency, which helps reduce
the attenuation in the transmission cables. The local oscillator for the LNB is a
Dielectric Resonator Oscillator (DRO) locked at 5 MHz standard frequency. The
signal from the LNB will then be attenuated before and after going into the post-
amplifier. When this receiver is on the 26-m HartRAO radio telescope, the signal
from both the left circular polariser (LCP) and right circular polariser (RCP) will
be transported to the pre-selector which is in the Dec room. In the Dec room, there
is a mixer drawer and filter. From the Dec room the signal is transported to the
back-ends (radiometer, spectrometer) in the control room whose output goes to the
control computer where it is captured by the observing program.
To calibrate the 2.5-cm receiver with the hot-cold load Y-factor method when
the receiver was not installed on the telescope, the sky served as the cold load and
Eccosorb material served as the hot load when placed over the feed. The Eccosorb
material is a microwave frequency absorber and therefore also acts as a blackbody
microwave radiator. The measurement steps followed were sky, sky with noise diode,
Eccosorb and Eccosorb with noise diode. Since the output is distorted, the Y-factors
(Y1 and Y2) need correction for the deviation from the square law. The corrected
Y-values are given by Y1 =
(
Phot
Pcold
) 1
β
and Y2 =
(
PND
−
hot
Pcold
) 1
β
.
Figure 3.4 shows the averages of the low and high noise diode for both LCP
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Figure 3.3: Schematic diagram for 12178-MHz (2.5-cm) HartRAO telescope receiver.
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Figure 3.4: The average noise temperature at LCP and RCP of the high and low level
noise diode as a function of frequency for the 2.5-cm receiver.
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and RCP. The low noise diode shows very small variations across receiver frequency
band. On the other hand, the high noise diode starts to decrease as the frequency
is increased.
3.6 The 4.5-cm receiver calibration
The 4.5-cm HartRAO receiver was also calibrated using the hot-cold load Y-factor
method. The block diagram for this receiver is shown in Figure 3.5. The design is
similar to the 2.5-cm receiver but the significant difference is that it has a cryogenic
refrigerator. The cryogenic refrigerator minimises the noise contribution from the
Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) and other components. The isolator confines the signal
to one direction, which implies that there will be no additional noise due to the
signal reflection during transmission.
Figure 3.5: Schematic diagram for 6668-MHz (4.5-cm) HartRAO radio telescope receiver.
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The apparatus used for the 4.5-cm receiver calibration experiment in the labora-
tory consisted of liquid nitrogen, an AIL7009 Hot-Cold Standard Noise Generator,
the 4.5-cm receiver and a radiometer. The AIL7009 has a built-in heater compart-
ment which is at 100◦ C (∼ 373.2 K) and also has a compartment to hold the liquid
nitrogen. Liquid nitrogen (∼ 77.3 K) was poured into the AIL7009. It was allowed
to reach thermal equilibrium by waiting for at least an hour. The heater and liquid
nitrogen served as hot and cold load respectively.
The measurements were done as in the 2.5-cm receiver, where the coaxial cable
was connected to the liquid nitrogen and the heater compartment, and the computer
was used to scan through the receiver frequency band, and the output from the
laboratory radiometer was recorded onto disk.
The temperatures for the hot and cold load have to be corrected for RF losses. To
correct for RF losses in the AIL7009, the internal RF losses graph from the manual
was used. The hot load temperature (TH) is defined as TH = 373.2+∆TH K, where
∆TH is the internal RF loss correction for the hot load. Since ∆T is a function of
frequency for both the hot (∆TH) and cold (∆TC) loads, a second-order polynomial
was fitted to both hot and cold load RF internal losses diagram which was found
in the receiver manual. From the fitted second-order polynomial, the corresponding
RF temperature corrections (∆TH and ∆TC) were determined for each frequency.
The cold load temperature was TC = 77.3 + ∆TC − 1.4 K, where 1.4 K allows for
the 1400-meter altitude of the observatory where the experiment was conducted.
The noise diode temperature for both RCP and LCP across the receiver frequency
band are shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Variations of the LCP and RCP noise diode temperature as a function of
frequency across the frequency band of the 4.5-cm HartRAO receiver. The ripples indicate
some mismatch in system components.
3.7 The drift scan
The calibration data were captured randomly every one to three days depending
on the telescope availability, using a drift scan. In this method, the telescope is
parked ahead of the source’s path so that the source moves across the telescope
beam (Figure 3.7). The raw light curve does not have a flat baseline due to noise
and sidelobes. Three raw drift scans were taken, one nominally through the center
of the beam and each through the north and south half-power points, respectively.
From each of these three drift scans, the amplitude was calculated by fitting a
second-order polynomial to the peak of the source in the drift scan. For the purpose
of determining the pointing error, each scan’s amplitude can be characterised by a
Gaussian function profile, Pθ = Po exp
(− ln (2)(δθ/b)2). These three scans can be
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mathematically defined as
Tn = T exp
(
− ln (2)
(
δθ + b
b
)2)
, (3.7)
Ts = T exp
(
− ln (2)
(
δθ − b
b
)2)
(3.8)
and
Ton = T exp
(
− ln (2)
(
δθ
b
)2)
. (3.9)
What is required from the drift scan is the true antenna temperature which is T
in Equations 3.7, 3.8 and 3.9. The offset between the source and center of the
beam is δθ and the beamwidth at the half power point is b. The offset δθ can be
determined from either ln (Tn/Ts) or ln (Tn/Ton) or ln (Ts/Ton). For each case, T can
be determined. The pointing error will be the exponential term after making T the
subject of the formula in either Equation 3.7 or 3.8 or 3.9.
Figure 3.7: The light curve for a drift scan on the calibrator after correcting for the baseline
flatness. It was produced by spectral analysis application called Lines developed by Dr.
M. J. Gaylard at HartRAO.
The corrected antenna temperature (T ) is used to determine the Point Source
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Sensitivity (PSS), defined as the number of Kelvins of antenna temperature produced
by one Jy of flux density in each polarisation. For a small antenna the inverse of PSS
may be used to convert the flux density from Kelvin to Jansky (Condon & Ransom,
2010). Since electromagnetic radiation is polarised and radio astronomy receivers
are sensitive to the polarisation, it implies that each circular polarisation receives
half of the total flux density (for an unpolarised emitter). For each polarisation the
PSS is given by:
PSS =
S
2KsTA
, (3.10)
where Ks is the correction factor for the source (Ks = 1 for a point source). Once
the PSS has been determined from radio source calibrators, it is used to convert the
spectrum intensity (measured in antenna temperature, in Kelvin) into a flux density
(measured in Jansky).
Three sources were used to calibrate both the 4.5-cm (6668-MHz) and 2.5-cm
(12178-MHz) receivers on the 26-m HartRAO radio telescope. These were 3C123,
Hydra A and Virgo A. Virgo A is the brightest calibrator of the three, but it is
not an ideal calibrator for determining the point source sensitivity of the telescope
at 6668-MHz and 12178-MHz as it not a point source in the beam. So 3C123 and
Hydra A were used for determining the point source sensitivity. Virgo A was used as
a consistency check (with high signal to noise ratio) on the point source sensitivity.
Their flux densities were found from Ott et al. (1994).
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3.7.1 The 26-m HartRAO telescope calibration
If there are changes in the Point Source Sensitivity (PSS) values, there will be
changes in the time series of the raw concatenated spectra but these changes can be
corrected for by scaling the spectra by the PSS values.
Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.12 show step changes in the PSS at 6668 MHz. The first
step change is due to a shift in the position of the 26-m telescope subreflector, owing
to a malfunctioning readout. This means that the signal was not properly focused
onto the receiver.
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Figure 3.8: PSS for the 3C123 calibrator for the LCP and RCP at 6668 MHz.
The step changes are also observed in Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.13 at 12178 MHz.
The data points before the first step change (from 55430 to 55542 MJD) results
from using the ratio of the high and low noise diodes to scale the drift scans. The
rest of the step changes are due to a change in the position of the subreflector. The
last step change in all PSS figures for 3C123, Hydra A and Virgo A is when the
subreflector was set back to its original position.
In Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10, 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13, the LCP and RCP PSS values are
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Figure 3.9: The LCP and RCP PSS for the Hydra A calibration source at 6668 MHz.
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Figure 3.10: The 3C123 calibrator PSS for both LCP and RCP at 12178 MHz.
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Figure 3.11: Hydra A PSS for both LCP and RCP at 12178 MHz.
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Figure 3.12: The Virgo A calibration source PSS for both LCP and RCP at 6668 MHz.
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Figure 3.13: The Virgo A PSS for LCP and RCP at 12178 MHz.
Start Day End Day PSSlcp ∆(PSSlcp) PSSrcp ∆(PSSrcp)
(MJD) (MJD) (Jy/K) (Jy/K) (Jy/K) (Jy/K)
55548.136 55702.720 5.495 0.036 4.447 0.032
55703.701 55742.655 6.542 0.032 5.012 0.039
55744.591 55773.516 6.478 0.033 4.920 0.037
55777.500 55802.446 5.682 0.035 4.423 0.036
Table 3.2: Table of PSS values at 6668 MHz. The start and end dates are measured in
Modified Julian Date (MJD). The third and fifth column are the PSS values for RCP and
LCP, respectively. The uncertainty of the LCP and RCP are shown in the fourth and
sixth columns, and they were determined by calculating the sample standard deviation.
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Start Day End Day PSSlcp ∆(PSSlcp) PSSrcp ∆(PSSrcp)
(MJD) (MJD) (Jy/K) (Jy/K) (Jy/K) (Jy/K)
55430.000 55541.170 6.455 0.026 6.326 0.029
55547.157 55702.741 8.343 0.029 7.788 0.039
55703.740 55736.648 9.134 0.021 8.940 0.037
55743.623 55773.544 8.843 0.025 8.477 0.033
55779.528 55802.467 8.119 0.020 7.492 0.036
Table 3.3: This table shows the values of the average PSS and their uncertainty at 12178
MHz. The start date (column one) and end date (column two) for each PSS value were
all measured in Modified Julian Date (MJD).
different. The difference is due to the different radiometers used for each polarisation
which implies that the gains will be different.
Virgo A has a good signal-to-noise ratio at both 6668 MHz (Figure 3.12) and
12178 MHz (Figure 3.13).
For each period, the PSS was determined by taking the average PSS from the
Hydra A and 3C123 calibrators, and the error of the PSS was determined from
the standard deviation (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). Since the final PSS value is defined
as: PSS =
(PSShyd+PSS3c1)
2
, the uncertainty in the final PSS value was determined
using error propagation (Taylor, 1997). The uncertainty is given by
∆(PSS) =
1
2
√
[∆(PSS3c1)]
2 + [∆(PSShyd)]
2, (3.11)
where ∆(PSShyd) is the standard deviation for the Hydra A PSS and ∆(PSS3c1)
is the standard deviation of 3C123 PSS value.
After reducing all spectra for each source, the antenna temperatures were con-
verted to flux densities using the PSS values in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
The PSS values used for the data before the 26-m HartRAO bearing failure were
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found from Dr. S. Goedhart. The bearing can affect observations during source
tracking because the telescope does not move smoothly. The drive motor on the 26-
m HartRAO telescope is powerful enough to track the source but it was damaging
the bearing more and more as it was tracking. Other than this, it was unlikely that
it affected the data provided the pointing was corrected for. The pointing started
to deteriorate as the bearing became more damaged. Pointing corrections are done
regularly at the observatory which implies that the artificial variations in the time
series were nullified.
3.8 Observing method: Spectroscopy
3.8.1 Frequency to velocity conversion
The spectra in the spectrometer are corrected for some of the Doppler shift effects of
the Earth’s motion around the Earth-Moon barycenter, the Earth’s motion around
the Sun and the Sun’s motion with respect to the local standard of rest (Shu, 1982).
The resultant velocity is called the velocity with respect to the local standard of rest
(Vlsr). The Doppler shift due to galactic rotation (e.g. peculiar motions for stellar
objects with respect to their surroundings) is not corrected in Vlsr.
In radio astronomy, the spectrum units are converted from frequency into Vlsr.
The frequency shift due to the velocity along the line of sight is defined by the
ratio of the Line Rest Frequency (LRF) and the speed of light in the vacuum (c).
In our studies, two Line Rest Frequencies were used and their Doppler conversion
factors are: 22226.7 Hz/km.s−1 (for 6668-MHz LRF) and 40593.3 Hz/km.s−1 (for
12178-MHz LRF). Dividing the bandwidth by the Doppler shift conversion factor
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gives the velocity range (measured in km.s−1) covered by the receiver.
3.8.2 Single-dish observing techniques
Mangum (2006) has given short notes on the observing technique used in radio
astronomy. These include position switching, frequency switching and beam switch-
ing. With the position switching technique, the spectrum from the on-source (Bon)
position and off-source (Boff) position are taken. The total power will be given by
the following equation:
Total−Power =
[
BNon − BNoff
BNoff
]
Tsyson, (3.12)
where Tsyson is the on-source system temperature, BNon = Bon/Tsyson and BNoff =
Boff/Tsysoff , are both normalized. Equation 3.12 eliminates almost all the instru-
mental bandpass response. The position switching technique is useful when observ-
ing complex emission regions.
For monitoring methanol maser source regions with the 26-m HartRAO radio
telescope, the frequency switching technique was used. In this method, the Local
Oscillator (LO) frequency is changed to shift the spectrum to the left and right
in the passband. It can be outside the receiver band or inside the receiver band.
When the shift is within the bandwidth then the signal will appear twice and this
is called the in-band frequency switching technique. Since the spectrum appears
twice, it implies that the signal-to-noise ratio will be improved by the square root
of two (
√
2). The total power spectrum may not have a flat baseline. To correct for
this problem, a first-order polynomial function is fitted to the baseline which does
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not have line emission(s). The total power in the frequency switching technique is
measured in a similar way to the position switching given in equation 3.12, with just
two changes in the labelling of the variables:
Total−Power =
[
ANsig − ANref
ANref
]
Tsyssig . (3.13)
In equation 3.13, both ANsig = Asig/Tsyssig and ANref = Asig/Tsysref , are normal-
ized. When the spectrum is shifted out of the bandwidth, Aref will not contain the
spectrum, but for the in-band frequency switching technique, there will be a signal
in both Aref and Asig.
The spectra were observed using the 26-m HartRAO radio telescope. The data
were collected at irregular intervals. The overall total power for the spectrum is the
sum of the power from both LCP and RCP, because the radio telescope detectors
are sensitive to the polarization of the radiation.
Figure 3.14: Sample raw spectrum from
the 1024 channel spectrometer of the 26-
m HartRAO radio telescope which has
been shifted by a quarter of the band-
width to the left.
Figure 3.15: Sample raw spectrum from
the 1024 channel spectrometer of the 26-
m HartRAO radio telescope. The spec-
trum has been shifted to the right by a
quarter of the bandwidth.
Figure 3.14 and 3.15 show the in-band frequency switching technique. Figure
3.14 has been shifted to the left and Figure 3.15 has been shifted to the right. In
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Figure 3.16: This difference spectrum intensity measured in antenna temperature (units
are Kelvin). The spectrum was obtained from the spectra shifted to the left and right by
a quarter of the bandwidth shown in Figures 3.14 and 3.15.
order to determine the spectrum measured in Kelvins, equation 3.13 was used. The
result of equation 3.13 is shown in Figure 3.16, where Figures 3.14 and 3.15 were
combined using the Lines program (application developed by Dr. M. J. Gaylard at
HartRAO).
The peaks in the spectrum (Figure 3.16) are the masers. When the interfero-
metric observations of the maser source regions are made using a network of radio
telescopes, the maser spot sizes and their locations can be determined.
The methanol maser sources monitoring programme at HartRAO with the 26-m
radio telescope were first monitored using the HP1000 minicomputer with a 256
channel single polarisation spectrometer. It was the original control system which
lasted until the year 2003. This was then replaced by a Linux-based New Control
Computer System (NCCS) from the year 2003 to date. The new system has a
1024 channel spectrometer for each polarisation. The monitoring programme dates
back to the time when the 26-m HartRAO radio telescope was using the HP1000
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minicomputer and the data of that time is often referred to as HP data. The data
from the NCCS computer is called NCCS data.
The control system accepts the executable file compiled using the Parser. The
file has observational information about the sources to be observed. For bright
sources, pointing corrections were determined. To calculate for pointing corrections,
four spectra offset by a half power beamwidth were taken at North, East, West and
South.
3.9 Data capture and reduction uncertainties
There are many variables which can contribute in the uncertainty in the flux den-
sity measurements. These factors can introduce some variabilities in the measured
methanol maser flux densities and are:
Pointing error was calculated and corrected in most of our methanol maser
sources. Pointing uncertainties arise due to deformation of the radio telescope,
Which could be the contraction and expansion of the telescope as the temperature
varies across the day, night or season. It could be also due to earth gravitational
force as telescope points away from zenith. Data with large pointing values were
discarded or considered as bad data. Pointing error had a strong contribution to
the sources which had no pointing observations.
The amplitude calibration of the spectra comes from the system temperature
measurement done with each spectrum, as shown in equations 3.12 and 3.13 (section
3.8). The normalised spectra are scaled by multiplying by system temperature. This
means that the system temperature can introduce the uncertainty in the flux density
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measurements. The part of the system temperature is due to atmospheric conditions
which affect the propagation of electromagnetic radiation (Karmakar et al., 2010).
The electronics also contribute to the system temperature. The atmospheric cor-
rections were not calculated in our spectra since atmospheric effects are negligible
at low frequency compare to masers provided there was no rain (Karmakar et al.,
2010). The spectra with high system temperatures were not included in our data.
The uncertainty in Kelvin to Jansky conversion comes from how the calibrator
data was processed. Tables 3.2 and 3.3 show standard deviations or standard errors
of the measured Point Source Sensitivity (PSS). The standard errors in the PSS
ranges from 0.020 - 0.039 Jy.K−1 which implies that the variations contribution
from the spectra scaling factor (PSS) is less than four per cent (4.0 %). So the
uncertainty in Jy to K conversion is negligible.
No correction has been made for atmospheric absorption, but the observations
are always made in a small hour angle range (∼ 3 hours) near zenith meridian
transit. This will reduce the gain-elevation effect, atmospheric absorption path, and
the effects of deformation due to earth gravity. The masers which were observed for
this thesis are bright - implying we were far from the limiting sensitivity.
Chapter 4
Time series analysis methods
4.1 Introduction
In astronomy, it is very hard to get data that are evenly sampled. There are many
contributing factors - the availability of telescope time, environmental factors (such
as bad weather), telescope maintenance, etc. If evenly sampled data were easy to
obtain then searching for periodicity would require classic period search methods.
Three methods which can be used to search for periods in the evenly sampled
data are discussed. These are: the Lomb-Scargle, Phase Dispersion Minimization
(PDM) and epoch-folding methods. The discussion presented for the Lomb-Scargle
and epoch-folding methods was translated into Python script, and periodic data
were created to test the Python script.
The correlations and time delays between two time series were determined using
the z-transform Discrete Correlation Function (ZDCF) method and the description
of this method is also given in this chapter.
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4.2 The Lomb-Scargle period search method
A periodogram is the best tool for studying spectral statistics. Lomb (1976) derived
an equation for the periodogram for unevenly spaced data. The method is based on a
least-squares frequency analysis (Van´ıceˇk, 1971). It uses the least-squares procedure
which fits a series of harmonic waves to the time series. The efficiency and reliability
of Lomb’s periodogram has been studied by Scargle (1982).
Astronomical data are noisy and the classical periodogram will have peaks due
to noise. To deal with this challenge, large data samples (No >> 1) should be taken
which will increase the signal to noise ratio.
Another challenge in the periodogram frequency analysis is the spectral leakage
which is the power spectral leakage. It can be solved by smoothening the peri-
odogram (e.g. using a data windowing or tapering method (Harris, 1978; Scargle,
1982)).
Since it is possible to have peaks due to noise in the periodogram, it is impor-
tant to do a significance test on the period determined. The false alarm probability
method was used (Scargle, 1982). This method uses the Cumulative Distribution
Function (CDF) (Scargle, 1982). In order to get a false alarm probability for the
existence of a period, the power level limit zo which corresponds to the false alarm
probability po must be set. So the false alarm probability po is given by the prob-
ability of getting powers greater than the power level limit which is Pr(Z > zo).
Pr(Z > zo) is one minus the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for an expo-
nentially distributed power Z of the power level limit FZ(zo) (Scargle, 1982). So
po = Pr(Z > zo) = 1 − FZ(zo). The desired power limit for N frequencies can be
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derived by making zo the subject in equation 4.1.
po = 1− {1− exp (−zo)}N . (4.1)
The threshold power is zo and any power P below the threshold power will
not be detected. Evaluating the CDF at the threshold power level zo should hold
the information about the probability of missing a signal with power P . So the
detection efficiency is the probability of detecting the signal of power P , which is
just an absolute value of the difference between one and the probability of missing
the signal of power P .
For evenly sampled data, the summation over sine and cosine are orthogonal.
The physical interpretation of orthogonal is that the variables which are orthogonal
are independent of each other therefore, P (ωn) is independent. For astronomical
data P (ωn) is a dependent variable because of unevenly spaced. This problem can
be solved by choosing appropriately gridded frequencies. When the power for the
evenly sampled data is compared with the power of appropriately gridded frequencies
in the unevenly sampled data, the difference is either small or zero (Lomb, 1976).
The normalized periodogram defined by Lomb (1976) and Scargle (1982) (Lomb-
Scargle periodogram) is slow and the required computation number is the product
of the number of frequencies tested, N , and total number of data point sampled
No. It is quite expensive in terms of computation in standard computer time.
Press & Rybicki (1989) have solved this problem by introducing some new vari-
ables which convert some of the terms in the Lomb-Scargle periodogram into a Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT).
The significant change made in the Lomb-Scargle method was to change yi into
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yi − y¯, where y¯ is the mean. The new periodogram will be:
PN(ω) =
1
2σ
{
[
∑
i (yi − y¯) cosω (ti − τ)]2∑
i sin
2 ω (ti − τ)
+
[
∑
i (yi − y¯) sinω (ti − τ)]2∑
i cos
2 ω (ti − τ)
}
. (4.2)
New terms can be defined and they come in handy when simplifying equation 4.2,
these are:
Sy =
No∑
i=1
yi sin (ωti), Cy =
No∑
i=1
yi cos (ωti),
S2 =
No∑
i=1
sin (2ωti), C2 =
No∑
i=1
cos (2ωti)
(4.3)
The trigonometric identities can be used to reduce the cosine and sine terms in
equation 4.2. Sy, S2, Cy and C2 can be obtained from two complex FFTs. This will
make the periodogram faster even on a standard computer.
The false alarm probability method used to test the significance of the periods de-
termined by the Lomb-Scargle method does not always work. Schwarzenberg-Czerny
(1998) derived another false alarm distribution function which is called the
Schwarzenberg-Czerny false alarm function and it is given by:
I1−zo/No/2 ([No/2], 1) =
(
1− zo
[No/2]
)No
2
, (4.4)
where No is size of the data sample and zo is the threshold power as defined earlier. It
has been shown by Frescura et al. (2008) that for a small data sample, a false alarm
probability function given by Scargle (1982) deviates from empirical CDFs. To solve
this problem, equation 4.4 can be substituted in place of the term 1 − exp (−zo) in
equation 4.1.
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The above theory was converted into the Python programming language. The
code inputs the time series and produces the periodogram for each time series.
4.3 The Phase Dispersion Minimization method
The period in the time series can also be determined by the Phase Dispersion Mini-
mization (PDM) method. This uses a least-squares method to determine the period.
Time series data are a two vector function (x), which is given by the magnitude xi
measured at time ti (where i = 1, 2, 3, ...., N − 1, N). The variance of the data can
be obtained by:
σ2 =
∑N
i=1 xi − x¯
N − 1 . (4.5)
In equation 4.5, x¯ =
∑N
i=1 xi
N
is the mean of the data. One can create a subset of
vector space x and the variance of the subset can be determined by equation 4.5.
Creating a subset of the vector space x is achieved by binning the data. The total
number of bins can be defined byM . s2j will be defined as the variance of the subset
j where j = 1, 2, 3, ...,M − 1,M . Each subset will have nj data points. The overall
variance s2 can be calculated from equation 4.6,
s2 =
∑M
j=1 (nj − 1) s2j∑M
j=1 nj −M
. (4.6)
The Phase Dispersion Minimization (PDM) method minimizes the variance of the
data with respect to the mean of the light curve. In order to achieve this, the M
subset of the vector space x must be determined by the phase vector φ. Stellingwerf
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(1978) defined the phase vector as follows:
φ : φi =
ti
Ptest
−
[
ti
Ptest
]
. (4.7)
The square brackets in equation 4.7 imply that only the integer is considered in the
time ti and period Ptest ratio. Equation 4.7 shows that the phase vector φ ∈ (0, 1).
The phase vector is divided into bins. The corresponding xi values which fall under
the defined bin width produced by the test period Ptest and time ti are grouped into
M bins. In each bin, PDM can be determined by:
Θ2 =
s2
σ2
, (4.8)
where s2 is determined by equation 4.6 and σ2 is determined by equation 4.5
(Stellingwerf, 1978). If Ptest is a true period then Θ
2 ≈ 0. If it is not a true
period, then Θ2 ≈ 1 =⇒ s2 ≈ σ2. This method seeks to minimise the dispersion
of the data at constant phase, hence it is called Phase Dispersion Minimization
(PDM). This is a least-squares method where the curve is defined by means of each
bin, and as a result, the best fit period and the best least-squares light curve are
found simultaneously.
4.4 The epoch-folding method
In the epoch-folding period search method, the time series is folded in the same way
as in the PDM which is finding the modulo of Ptest. Leahy et al. (1983) defined
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epoch folding statistics as follows:
Q2 =
M∑
j=1
(x¯j − x¯)2
σ2j
, (4.9)
where σ2j is the variance in the j
th bin and x¯j is the mean of the data in the j
th
bin. Larsson (1995) gave an in-depth epoch-folding analysis where for each Ptest the
Q2 was evaluated. The true period is found where Q2 is a maximum. The existence
of a period or periodicity occurs when Q2 >> (M − 1) and its significance can be
determined from the distribution of Q2.
Davies (1990) defined three new terms in the analysis of variance. Using the null
hypothesis, σ2j was assumed to be given by σ
2
j =
σˆ2
nj
, where σˆ2 is the overall sample
variance. These new terms are:
SST =
N∑
i=1
(xi − x¯)2, (4.10)
SSA =
M∑
j=1
nj(xj − x¯)2 (4.11)
and
SSE =
M∑
j=1
nj∑
k=1
(xkj − xj)2 = (N −M)Θ2σˆ2. (4.12)
Analysis of the variance (ANOVA) is the study of the effects of splitting the
total variance into its components. SSA in equation 4.11 is the variance between
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the groups or subsets of a set, and SSE in equation 4.12 is the variance within the
elements of a group or subset. Davies (1990) defined SST = SSA + SSE which
is for a one dimensional classification by phase. So SST is the measure of the
total variability of x over the entire set. SSA and SSE are mutually independent
(Hines & Montgomery, 1972). The PDM test statistic Θ2 and the epoch-folding
test statistics Q2 can be determined in terms SST, SSA and SSE. The Θ2 and Q2
do not obey the F-distribution because the numerator and the denominator are
dependent, therefore the significance of the period determined from either Θ2 or
Q2 cannot be determined by Stellingwerf’s statistical test (Davies, 1990). Using
ANOVA, L-statistics can be determined in terms of Θ2 and Q2:
L =
Q2
(M − 1)Θ2 ,
L =
(N − 1)− (N −M) Θ2
(M − 1)Θ2 ,
L =
(N −M)Q2
(M − 1) [(N − 1)−Q2] .


(4.13)
The period can be calculated using either PDM [see equation 4.8 ] or epoch-
folding [see equation 4.9] but the significance of the calculated period should be
tested with L-statistics [see equation 4.13].
The epoch-folding and its test statistic which is the L-statistic were implemented
in the python programming language. So the data were first folded by phase and
then the variance was calculated for each bin. The L-statistic was applied to the
epoch-folding to test the significance of the period.
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4.5 The Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding testing
In order to test the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding program (coded in Python),
test time series were created. In the Python programming language, the data for
G9.62+0.20E at 12178-MHz were loaded and its time component in MJD was
used to generate unevenly spaced cosinusoidally varying time series. The pe-
riod of the cosine function was set to 250 days with amplitude ranging from 0-
20 (arbitrary units). In order to deviate from ideal periodic behaviour to cre-
ate realistic data, noise was generated using a module in Numpy. The mod-
ule is called numpy.random.normal(mean=’input’,standard=’input’,number of data
point=’input’). The noise was added to the cosine function data points. The mean
was kept at zero and the standard deviation was set at 0, 1, 5, 10 and 50. These
time series are shown in Figure 4.1.
As the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise increases, it becomes hard to
see with the naked eye that the data are periodic (Figure 4.1). To determine the
period for the test data, the Lomb-Scargle (Figure 4.2) and epoch-folding (Figure
4.3) period search methods were used.
The Lomb-Scargle periodograms show the existence of a period for all the Gaus-
sian noise standard deviation (STD). The significance test limit was set to be less
than 0.0001 (significance < 0.0001) in the script. A smaller significance value gives
a smaller probability and lower probability gives a better significance of the peak.
The stars in Figure 4.2, hold information about the significance of the peak. The
stars are the points above the significance peak detection limit.
For the epoch-folding method, as the Gaussian noise standard deviation in-
creases, the width of the power peak increases. The periods determined are sum-
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Figure 4.1: Simulated unevenly spaced time series. All these panels have equal periods of
250 days and an equal mean of zero, but different standard deviations for the noise. For
each panel, the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise is given by the legend.
STD LS (days) EF (days) EF error (days)
0 249.48 250.03 0.79
1 249.42 249.99 1.80
5 249.56 250.26 6.31
10 250.18 250.08 10.41
50 246.51 227.24 51.96
Table 4.1: Summary of the periods determined by the Lomb-Scargle (LS) and epoch-
folding (EF) method for unevenly sampled simulated data. STD column shows the Gaus-
sian standard deviation value which was applied to the time series.
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Figure 4.2: The Lomb-Scargle periodograms for all the simulated unevenly spaced data
samples. The Gaussian noise standard deviations from the top panel down are: 0, 1, 5, 10
and 50. The inverse of the maximum peak is defined as the period of the time series. The
stars are a test for the significance of the peak using the false alarm probability method
(These are points greater than the value set to consider the peak to be significant). The
period determined for each panel is marked as a legend and the solid line with dots (blue)
on the peak is the fitted Gaussian function. A second-order polynomial was also fitted to
the peak and this is shown by the solid line (green).
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Figure 4.3: The L-statistics result for the epoch-folding method applied to the simulated
time series. The second-order polynomial (solid line) and Gaussian function (solid line)
were both fitted to the top of the peak data points to determine the period for each panel.
The data were binned into 35 phase bins.
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marised in Table 4.1. The Lomb-Scargle method detected the possibility of a period
but it was not significant and the epoch-folding shows no period found.
4.6 The z-transform Discrete Correlation Func-
tion
In order to test for correlations and time delays between two time series, the z-
transform Discrete Correlation Function (ZDCF) was used. It was developed to
study the time delays and correlations for Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN). In this
method, one time series is fixed and the other time series is moved across the fixed
time series to check for correlation and phase lag.
It uses the cross-correlation function (CCF) and is commonly estimated by the
interpolated cross-correlation function (ICCF) (Gaskell & Peterson, 1987) or by the
discrete correlation function (DCF) (Edelson & Krolik, 1988). If x and y are two
time series and their variance is given by Vx and Vy respectively, Blandford & McKee
(1982) defined the cross-correlation function, with E being the expectation operator,
as
CCF (τ) =
E [(x(t)− Ex) (y (t + τ)− Ey)]√
VxVy
, (4.14)
where Ex is the expectation value in x, Ey is the expectation value in y and τ is the
time lag (delay) between the two time series. Since our data are not evenly sampled,
it implies that the Fourier analysis technique cannot be used directly on the time
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series.
Alexander (1997) gave the estimate for the coefficient of the cross-correlation
function for each bin, as
r(τ) =
1
n
∑
τij
(xi − x¯) (yj − y¯)
VxVy
, (4.15)
where τij ∈ bin. The minimum data points in each bin should be at least 11
(nmin = 11) for the ZDCF to converge. The time delay τ = ti−tj is calculated for all
possible ordered pairs of the x and y light curve, which can be then divided into nmin
pair bins. The x and y series are assumed to be statistically stationary (meaning
their statistical properties are constant, e.g. mean, variance, etc.). Also, the average
of the light curve can be determined by integrating the light curve over time, which
is called the ergodic statistical assumption, and the light curve is considered to have
been randomly sampled. Equation 4.15 is skewed and is not a normal distribution.
To correct for this behaviour, r can be transformed by Fisher’s z-transform (Fisher,
1921).
z =
1
2
ln
(
1 + r
1− r
)
. (4.16)
Equation 4.16 implies r is quasi-normally distributed and that the mean z¯(r)
and variance Vz(r) are known. The rzdcf was then defined by Alexander (1997) as
rzdcf(τ) = r
+(tanh (z¯+
√
Vz)−r)
−(r−tanh (z¯−
√
Vz))
. (4.17)
This method was implemented in Fortran 77 by Alexander (1997). It was com-
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piled and combined with the Python code to produce the plot and the time delay
was determined by fitting a second-order polynomial function to the peak.
An interesting analytical derivation or simulations for future work on the ZDCF
method would be to test how errors are propagated when using the ZDCF to make
a comparison. To test this, we can use two time series with different periods and
errors in the period, x, y, dx and dy days. This set up can help us determine the
minimum time delay which will be significant.
Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Introduction
The spectra, time series, Lomb-Scargle periodograms, epoch-folding results and z-
transform Discrete Correlation Function results for a control source, an irregularly
varying source and the periodic or quasi-periodic sources are shown and explained.
For the new methanol maser source regions from the MMB survey catalogues I
and II, the spectra, time series, and the Lomb-Scargle periodograms of G8.872-0.493
and G358.460-0.391 are shown.
In all time series, there was a long-term variations. The long-term variations
are the slow changes which were observed over the monitoring window. Some were
linear increase, some increased slowly to reach the maximum, then decrease. Within
these long-term variations, there were short-term variations. The short- and long-
term variations are due to astrophysical activities in the masing regions. In order to
determined the period in the time series, the long-term variations were removed by
subtracting the best fitted mathematical function. Sometimes the time series were
segmented in order to find remove the long-term variations.
The long-term variations can be considered periodic if several cycles are observed.
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5.2 Control source
G351.42+0.64 was used as a control source as it is bright and it has small variation
range in both 6668-MHz and 12178-MHz maser transitions (Goedhart et al., 2009).
If there is a step change due to fault in the telescope and the Point Source Sensitivity
(PSS) is incorrect then it will be observed in the G351.42+0.64 time series.
5.2.1 G351.42+0.64
The G351.42+0.64 at 6668-MHz spectra are shown in Figure 5.1. This figure com-
pares the spectra before and after the 26-m HartRAO telescope bearing failure. In
both plots, there are the upper (dotted line), average (solid line) and lower (dash
dot line) envelopes which hold information about the variation range of the maser
emissions over the monitoring period. In order to see the kind of variations, the time
series have to be made by concatenating the spectra over the monitoring period and
extracting the flux density of the maser peaks in the spectra. The peak around -9.8
km.s−1 has become brighter.
Time series were produced for nine maser peaks at 6668-MHz (Figure 5.2). The
gap (54750-55600 MJD) in all the time series including other sources for the period
when the HartRAO bearing failed.. All show weak variations, and the -9.810, -9.766,
-9.239, -8.667, -7.966 and -7.439 km.s−1 time series show the two flares between
53700-54200 MJD.
After removing long-term variations from all the selected time series for
G351.42+0.64 at 6668-MHz, the Lomb-Scargle periodograms (Figure 5.3) were pro-
duced. The similar method was applied to other sources and the order of polynomial
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Figure 5.1: Methanol spectra for G351.42+0.64 at 6668-MHz before and after the bearing
failure.
Figure 5.2: Time series for G351.42+0.64 at 6668-MHz.
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Figure 5.3: Lomb-Scargle periodograms for G351.42+0.64 at 6668-MHz.
was different from one time series to another. The periodograms for the -9.766, -
9.239, -8.667, -7.966 and -7.439 km.s−1 time series have significant peaks which are
due to the two peaks in their time series.
The correlations and time delays for G351.42+0.64 at 6668-MHz are shown in
Figure 5.4 and it was tested by the ZDCF (Alexander, 1997). The data between
53500 and 54300 MJD, covering the two flares were selected for the time series at
-9.810, -9.239, -8.667, -7.966 and -7.439 km.s−1. The time delays ranges from 0 to 4
days. The negative (-) and positive (+) in the time delays hold information about
which time series is delayed. For an example, if A time series is compared with B
time series and has negative (-) time delays then A arrives first. In contrast, positive
(+)time delays would mean B arrives first.
The spectra for G351.42+0.64 at 12178-MHz are shown in Figure 5.6. To study
variations over the monitoring period, the maser peaks at -11.327, -10.991, -10.510,
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Figure 5.4: The correlations and time delays for G351.42+0.64 at 6668-MHz using the
ZDCF method (see section 4.6). The time delays range from 0-4 days. These results are
for the time series between 53700-54200 MJD.
Figure 5.5: The interferometry spectra and maser spot maps for G351.42+0.64 at both
6668 and 12178-MHz (Norris et al., 1993). The cross in the maser spots for the 6668-MHz
emission line is the continuum peak and the ellipse approximates the position of the OH
maser.
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Figure 5.6: Methanol spectra for G351.42+0.64 at 12178-MHz before and after the bearing
failure.
-9.692 and -9.356 km.s−1 were selected and their time series are shown in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.7: Time series for G351.42+0.64 at 12178-MHz.
The Lomb-Scargle periodograms for these time series are shown in Figure 5.8. In
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the periodograms there are multiple peaks of similar probability which implies that
they are the signatures of random variations. For conclusive evidence of the period-
icity, several cycles should be observed. The data after the bearing was repaired for
the three brightest peaks (which are: 11.327 (j), 10.001 (i) and 10.510 (h) km.s−1,
see Figures 5.5 and 5.6) show a flare which decays slowly, whereas the other time
series show no significant variations.
Figure 5.8: Lomb-Scargle periodograms for G351.42+0.64 at 12178-MHz.
The interferometric spectra and maser spot maps for G351.42+0.64 at both 6668
and 12178-MHz are shown in Figure 5.5. The spectra shown in Figure 5.1 and 5.6
are slightly different compared with the spectra by Norris et al. (1993).
If the maser spots shown in Figure 5.5 have not changed their locations or distri-
butions, then both the 6668-MHz and 12178-MHz maser peaks coincide with their
corresponding interferometric maser spots. The maser spots at h and j are very
close to the continuum peak and they are the brightest peaks in the spectrum. The
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flare is observed in the time series of the maser peaks between -10.0 and -7.0 km.s−1
which are: b, c, d, e and f maser spots in Figure 5.5. These maser spots are further
out from the parent young massive stellar object or continuum source, but i and
j maser spots are closer to the parent young massive stellar object or continuum
source. This could be due to the variations of the environment, if the protostar
coincides with the continuum peak’s position. If it was from background radiation
and the source of the flare is isotropic, then all the maser peaks should have shown
a flare.
5.3 The irregularly varying source
5.3.1 G351.78-0.54
The spectrum for G351.78-0.54 at 6668-MHz is shown in Figure 5.9. The difference
between the upper and lower envelopes of these spectra is significant different. There
are new weak peaks between -2.0 and -1.0 km.s−1 but they are too weak for time
series analysis. The maser peak around the -0.535 km.s−1 has become brighter but
the upper and lower envelopes are close to each other which implies a small variation
range with an increased intensity. This source is a good example of the long-term
evolution of methanol maser spectra.
The time series at -2.704, -0.535, 0.989, 1.275, 1.634 and 1.888 km.s−1 are shown
in Figure 5.10. They have the data from the HP1000 minicomputer (hereafter
referred to as HP data) and data from the New Control Computer System (hereafter
referred to as NCCS data). The first gap (54750-55600 MJD) separates the HP and
NCCS data. The second gap in NCCS data for the two year gap (54750 - 55600
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Figure 5.9: Methanol maser spectra for G351.78-0.54 at 6668-MHz before and after the
bearing failure.
MJD) when the 26-m HartRAO radio telescope bearing failed.
Figure 5.10: Time series for G351.78-0.54 at 6668-MHz.
The time series at -2.704 km.s−1 shows a gap (526800 - 528500 MJD) in the
HP1000 minicomputer epoch. The maser peak at the -2.704 km.s−1 velocity was
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cut out due to the chosen bandwidth being small.
Figure 5.11: Lomb-Scargle periodograms for G351.78-0.54 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.12: The interferometry spectra and maser spot maps for G351.78-0.54 at 6668-
MHz (Norris et al., 1993).
For the -0.535 km.s−1 peak, the HP data segment shows weak variation. The
time series for the D, C and B maser spots (Figure 5.12) are shown in Figure 5.10
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as 0.989, 1.275 and 1.88 km.s−1 time series respectively. The C and D maser spots
are very close to each other and show correlated variability.
It appears that maxima in the time series are random amplifications by the
masers of the background radiation or the local environment. The Lomb-Scargle
(Figure 5.11) method was tried on the time series, but the great challenge is de-
trending the time series. The time series were tested for all possible periods after
removing long-term linear characteristics. A third order polynomial function was
used for de-trending the data. The peaks are due to the long-term variations even
after de-trending the data. A third order polynomial function can also introduce
variations into the data because the long-term variations are not a perfect polynomial
function.
5.4 Periodic or quasi-periodic sources
5.4.1 G9.62+0.20E
The spectra for G9.62+0.20E at 6668-MHz are shown in Figure 5.13. There has
been no significant change in the spectra. The time series were produced for maser
peaks at -0.881, -0.222, 1.227, 1.798, 3.071 and 5.529 km.s−1 (Figure 5.14). There
are discontinuities in the time series going from 256-channel (HP) spectrometer to
1024 channel (NCCS) spectrometer owing to the difference in channel spacing and
width.
The -0.881, -0.222 and 1.227 km.s−1 masers have shown a steady increase and the
amplitude of the variations has increased. The 3.071 km.s−1 maser has decreased in
intensity.
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Figure 5.13: Methanol maser spectra for G9.62+0.20E at 6668-MHz before and after the
bearing failure.
Figure 5.14: Time series for G9.62+0.20E at 6668-MHz.
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Figure 5.15: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G9.62+0.20E at 6668-
MHz.
Figure 5.16: epoch-folding results for
G9.62+0.20E at 6668-MHz.
Vel. LS (days) EF (days) EF error (days)
(km.s−1) All HP NCCS All HP NCCS All HP NCCS
-0.881 291.7 388.6 276.7 387.7 - - 18.3 - -
-0.222 240.3 473.9 240.5 240.7 - 240.7 5.5 - 7.0
1.227 243.5 250.9 242.9 243.3 245.5 242.9 2.5 7.6 3.5
1.798 244.0 250.8 243.0 243.6 247.8 243.1 3.1 9.8 4.5
3.071 244.3 243.1 245.6 244.0 245.2 244.8 3.3 11.7 6.0
5.529 407.2 391.5 412.1 404.7 - - 32.7 - -
Table 5.1: Periods determined using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods for
G9.62+0.20E at 6668-MHz.
After de-trending the time series for G9.62+0.20E at 6668-MHz, the Lomb-
Scargle and epoch-folding methods were applied to search for and to test the signifi-
cance for the periods. All of the time series show regular variations, but the periods
for the -0.881 and 5.529 km.s−1 peaks were not reliable values (Table 5.1).
The maser peaks at 1.227 and 1.798 km.s−1 have the best determined periods in
the HP and NCCS data. The period determined for the -0.222 km.s−1 time series
in HP data (see Table 5.1) is due to strong waveform at the end of HP data epoch
(see Figure 5.14).
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Figure 5.17: Methanol maser spectra for G9.62+0.20E at 12178-MHz before and after the
bearing failure.
The spectra for G9.62+0.20E at 12178-MHz are shown in Figure 5.17. They show
no significant evolution. Five maser peaks were selected for time series analysis and
they are at: -1.028, -0.234, 1.256, 1.631 and 3.792 km.s−1 (Figure 5.18).
Figure 5.18: Time series for G9.62+0.20E at 12178-MHz.
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Figure 5.19: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G9.62+0.20E at 12178-
MHz.
Figure 5.20: epoch-folding results for
G9.62+0.20E at 12178-MHz.
The 1.256 and 1.631 km.s−1 time series in Figure 5.18 show strong regular varia-
tions. The flares have different intensities and are periodic. The shape of the flare is
not entirely consistent. Taking a closer look at the time series, the behaviour is not
entirely smooth as it increases towards the local maximum. This behaviour is also
observed as the time series decreases to its local minimum. This behaviour started
from around 53250.0 MJD and it becomes stronger on the last flare.
After removing the trends in these time series, the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-
folding methods were used to search for and test the significance of the period. The
Lomb-Scargle periodograms are shown in Figure 5.19 and the epoch-folding results
are shown in Figure 5.20. Strong periodic behaviour is observed in the 1.256 and
1.631 km.s−1 time series. The periodograms for these peaks also have harmonics.
Vel. (km.s−1) L-S (days) E-F (days) E-F error (days)
1.256 243.2 243.8 2.8
1.631 243.5 243.7 2.4
Table 5.2: Periods determined using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods for
G9.62+0.20E at 12178-MHz.
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Table 5.2 summarises the periods determined for the 1.256 and 1.631 km.s−1
time series . For both time series, the periods determined are consistent and the
calculated width for the epoch-folding is also consistent.
These two maser peaks show strong correlations as shown by the ZDCF results
in Figure 5.21. The time delay was determined by fitting a second-order polynomial
to the peak, and it is 1.6 days. The time delay is not significant.
Figure 5.21: The correlation and time delay between the 1.256 and 1.631 km.s−1 time
series for G9.62+0.20E at 12178-MHz.
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5.4.2 G12.89+0.49
The spectra for G12.89+0.49 at 6668-MHz are shown in Figure 5.22 and show sig-
nificant variation. Both diagrams have the two brightest peaks at around 39 and 34
km.s−1. The peak around 31.5 km.s−1 has become weaker.
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Figure 5.22: Methanol maser spectra for G12.89+0.49 at 6668-MHz.
Due to a technical problem, the observations for this source after the bearing
replacement were not properly sampled. It has been reported to have a period of
about 29.5 days by Goedhart et al. (2009).
The spectra for G12.89+0.49 at 12178-MHz are shown in Figure 5.23. The
diagrams are similar. One maser peak was used to produce the time series and is at
39.231 km.s−1.
The time series for the 39.231 km.s−1 maser peak was created from the concate-
nated G12.89+0.49 spectra at 12178-MHz (Figure 5.24). The first plot in Figure
5.24 gives the complete time series for the 39.231 km.s−1 maser peak and the rest
of the plots are the expanded segments of the time series.
The Lomb-Scargle periodograms (Figure 5.25) and epoch-folding results (Figure
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Figure 5.23: Methanol spectra for G12.89+0.49 at 12178-MHz before and after the bearing
failure.
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Figure 5.24: Time series for G12.89+0.49 at 12178-MHz. The time series in the top
diagram was expanded in the other three time series diagrams. The bottom diagram is
for the data collected after the bearing was repaired.
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Figure 5.25: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G12.89+0.49 at 12178-
MHz. The lower panel is the peri-
odogram for the time series after the
bearing was fixed.
Figure 5.26: epoch-folding result for
G12.89+0.49 at 12178-MHz.
5.26) show that G12.89+0.49 is periodic at 12178-MHz. The period determined is
consistent at 29.4 days using both methods. Since the Lomb-Scargle method is not
very sensitive to the size of the data sample, the periodogram for the whole time
series and separated section of the time series were produced to check the evolution
of the period. These are shown in Figure 5.25. The upper panel is for the complete
time series, the lower panel is for the data after the bearing was repaired. The
average period is 29.4 days.
Vel. (km.s−1) L-S (days) E-F (days) E-F error (days)
39.231 29.38 29.40 0.11
Table 5.3: Periods determined using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods for
G12.89+0.49 at 12178-MHz.
This source has the shortest period of 29.40± 0.11 days and it still shows periodic
behaviour.
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5.4.3 G188.95+0.89
The top and bottom panels in Figure 5.27 show the spectra for G188.95+0.89 at
6668-MHz. The maser peaks at 8.419, 9.648 and 10.702 km.s−1 have become stronger
and the other peaks (10.087, 10.439 and 11.404 km.s−1) are now weaker.
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Figure 5.27: Methanol maser spectra for G188.95+0.89 at 6668-MHz before and after the
bearing failure.
The time series were produced using the 8.419, 9.648, 10.08, 10.439, 10.702 and
11.404 km.s−1 maser peaks (Figure 5.28).
The 8.419 km.s−1 time series shows no variation in the HP data. For the NCCS
data, it shows a weak counterpart to the variations seen in the other time series.
The 9.648, 10.087, 10.439, 10.702 and 11.404 km.s−1 time series start with a
long-term increase in flux density, coupled with a periodic variation. Some of these
time series continue to rise in flux density while others reach maximum and then
start to decay. The time series at 9.648 and 10.702 km.s−1 increased throughout the
monitoring period. The other time series started to decrease after reaching a global
maximum over our monitoring window. The waveform of the regular behaviour has
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Figure 5.28: Time series for G188.95+0.89 at 6668-MHz.
evolved over the monitoring period. At the beginning of the monitoring window the
waveform resembles a sinusoid but it evolved later to a new shape which rises faster
than its decay rate. Around 54000 MJD, there is a flare in all the selected time
series.
The 11.404 km.s−1 time series shows an exponential decay. This was confirmed
by fitting an exponential function to the data when it started to decay. A second-
order polynomial was also fitted to the time series for comparison. The results of
the fits are shown in Figure 5.29. The exponential function is a better fit, with an
e-folding time of 1271 days.
All time series were de-trended before searching for the existence of the periods.
The results for the period search using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods
are shown in Figure 5.30 and 5.31 respectively.
The summary of the periods determined for all data, HP and NCCS data, is
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Figure 5.29: The 11.404 km.s−1 NCCS data time series for G188.95+0.89 at 6668-MHz.
The dashed line is for a second-order polynomial fit and the solid line is for an exponential
fit to the time series.
Figure 5.30: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G188.95+0.89 at 6668-
MHz.
Figure 5.31: epoch-folding results for
G188.95+0.89 at 6668-MHz.
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Vel. LS (days) EF (days) EF error (days)
km.s−1 All HP NCCS All HP NCCS All HP NCCS
8.419 394 - 397 393 - 397 15 - 23
9.648 391 426 393 394 439 394 14 35 28
10.087 389 432 397 391 434 403 15 38 26
10.439 394 423 398 394 429 398 12 46 25
10.702 395 421 393 395 426 392 11 37 25
11.404 397 407 390 399 410 378 20 33 40
Table 5.4: Periods determined using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods for
G188.95+0.89 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.32: Sum of sine and cosine functions with 389.7 day period fitted to the 11.404
km.s−1 time series.
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given in Table 5.4. The periods in the HP data are substantially longer than those
for the NCCS data only and the combined(NCCS and HP) data for all maser peaks.
This suggests evolution of the periods.
The time series at 11.404 km.s−1 was tested for periodicity during its decay,
with the Lomb-Scargle method after subtracting the fitted exponential function.
This gave a frequency of 0.0026 cycle per day (390 day period). The sum of the sine
and cosine functions with a 390 day period was fitted to the de-trended time series
(Figure 5.32). The fit confirms that there are weak periodic variations during the
exponential decay segment for the 11.404 km.s−1 time series.
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Figure 5.33: Methanol maser spectra for G188.95+0.89 at 12178-MHz before and after
the bearing failure.
The spectra for G188.95+0.89 at 12178-MHz are shown in Figure 5.33, indicating
substantial differences before and after the bearing failure. The time series for all
the selected peaks are shown in Figure 5.34.
The time series at 10.192 and 11.394 km.s−1 show a decay which is coupled
with short-term variations. The decay for both time series were well fitted with an
exponential function (Figure 5.35). The maser peak at 10.192 km.s−1 shows weak
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Figure 5.34: Time series for G188.95+0.89 at 12178-MHz.
Figure 5.35: Exponential fit to the 10.192 and 11.394 km.s−1 time series for G188.95+0.89
at 12178-MHz. The exponential function was fitted to the data before the bearing failure
(< 55000 MJD).
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regular variations during the exponential decay, and has an e-folding time of 1515
days. The 11.394 km.s−1 time series has a 1064 day e-folding decay time.
Figure 5.36: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G188.95+0.89 at 12178-
MHz.
Figure 5.37: epoch-folding results for
G188.95+0.89 at 12178-MHz.
After removing the long-term variations in the time series for G188.95+0.89 at
12178-MHz, the Lomb-Scargle (Figure 5.36) and epoch-folding (Figure 5.37) meth-
ods were used to find periods in the time series. All the time series show the existence
of periods, except for the 11.394 km.s−1 time series. The results are summarised in
Table 5.5. There is a difference in the periods determined between 6668-MHz and
12178-MHz (see Tables 5.4 and 5.5). When the uncertainties associated with the
periods determined are taken into consideration, these differences (in the periods)
are not significant.
5.4.4 G328.24-0.55
The spectra for G328.24-0.55 at 6668-MHz are shown in Figure 5.38. There is a new
maser peak at -31.824 km.s−1. Twelve maser peaks were selected for the time series
analysis (Figures 5.39 and 5.40). The -49.605 and -48.771 km.s−1 time series show
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Vel. (km.s−1) LS (days) EF (days) EF error (days)
9.567 382 381 18
10.192 388 387 17
10.385 384 385 12
10.769 383 383 15
10.962 381 383 11
Table 5.5: Periods determined using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods for
G188.95+0.89 at 12178-MHz.
different behaviour for the data after the bearing replacement. There is a flare at
53250 MJD for all the time series. The -34.941 km.s−1 time series shows a linear
long-term increase in flux density for the data before the bearing failure. The data
after the bearing was repaired show a decrease in long-term variation. The maser
peak at -31.824 km.s−1 shows a slow rise and quick decay which was not there before
the bearing failure.
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Figure 5.38: Methanol maser spectra for G328.24-0.55 at 6668-MHz.
The maser peak group with peaks at: -45.522, -44.293, -44.776 and -43.327
km.s−1 show regularly varying behaviour which is coupled with an increase in the
intensity up to MJD 54800 (Figure 5.39). The data after MJD 55000 show that this
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Figure 5.39: Time series for G328.24-0.55 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.40: Time series for G328.24-0.55 at 6668-MHz.
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increase was reversed in some maser peaks.
Figure 5.41: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G328.24-0.55 at 6668-
MHz.
Figure 5.42: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G328.24-0.55 at 6668-
MHz.
All the time series were tested for periodicity except for that at 31.824 km.s−1
as it only appears in recent data. The -49.605 km.s−1 periodogram has multiple
peaks, but the maximum peak lies below the defined significant peak limit. The
Lomb-Scargle periodograms for the -48.771, -45.522, -44.293, -44.776 and -43.327
km.s−1 time series in Figure 5.41 show significant peaks. The epoch-folding method
also shows the existence of the periods in some of the time series and the results
are shown in Figure 5.43. For the -49.605 and -48.771 km.s−1 time series, there
are several peaks which could indicate a weak detection of period. The blue-shifted
maser peak time series show a consistent period (Table 5.6).
The search for periodicity using both the Lomb-Scargle (Figure 5.42) and the
epoch-folding (Figure 5.44) methods was also done for the red-shifted maser peak
time series. The periodograms for the -38.717, -38.146 and -37.576 km.s−1 time
series have multiple peaks with the maximum peak below the significant limit. The
summary for the periods determined is given in Table 5.6. In Table 5.6, the periods
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Figure 5.43: epoch-folding results for
G328.24-0.55 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.44: epoch-folding results for
G328.24-0.55 at 6668-MHz.
determined for the -49.605 and -48.771 km.s−1 time series show the discrepancy
between the results obtained by the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods is
much greater than the formal epoch-folding errors.
Vel. (km.s−1) LS (days) EF (days) EF error (days)
-49.605 296 219 3
-48.771 396 171 3
-45.522 222 222 4
-44.293 220 221 4
-44.776 221 222 4
-43.327 221 222 4
-38.717 251 249 7
-38.146 - 246 9
-37.576 249 249 8
-36.478 220 222 5
-34.941 - 264 13
Table 5.6: Periods determined using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods for
G328.24-0.55 at 6668-MHz.
The spectra for G328.24-0.55 at 12178-MHz are shown in Figure 5.45. The maser
peak at -44.846 km.s−1 has become brighter.
The time series analysis was done in three maser peaks (Figure 5.46). The -
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Figure 5.45: Methanol maser spectra for G328.24-0.55 at 12178-MHz before and after the
bearing failure.
44.846 and -44.702 km.s−1 time series show strong variability. There is a flare just
before 54000 MJD. The data after 55000 MJD show a better defined waveform than
the data taken before the bearing failure. The -36.913 km.s−1 time series shows only
noise variations.
After de-trending the time series, the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods
were used to determine the periods. The Lomb-Scargle periodograms are shown
in Figure 5.47. The periodograms for the -44.846 and -44.702 km.s−1 time series
indicate the existence of the periods. There are other peaks in the Lomb-Scargle
periodograms which are due to the fact that the peaks before 55000 MJD are random
rather than regular, and their shapes are also significantly different. The epoch-
folding method (Figure 5.48) confirms the results from the Lomb-Scargle method.
The periods determined for these two time series have been summarised in Table 5.7.
For the -36.913 km.s−1 time series, the Lomb-Scargle periodogram shows that the
main peak is below the significant peak limit based on the false alarm probability
statistics by Scargle.
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Figure 5.46: Time series for G328.24-0.55 at 12178-MHz.
Figure 5.47: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G328.24-0.55 at 12178-
MHz.
Figure 5.48: epoch-folding results for
G328.24-0.55 at 12178-MHz.
Vel. (km.s−1) LS (days) EF (days) EF error (days)
-44.846 220.2 220.3 6.0
-44.702 219.8 219.9 5.3
Table 5.7: Periods determined using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods for
G328.24-0.55 at 12178-MHz.
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Figure 5.49: ZDCF results for G328.24-0.55 at 12178-MHz.
Figure 5.50: Interferometric spectra and maser spot maps for G328.24-0.55 at 6668-MHz
(Phillips et al., 1998).
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The ZDCF method was used on the -44.846 and -44.702 km.s−1 time series to
check for a time delay and a correlation between them. As shown in Figure 5.49, the
two time series are correlated with time delay of a day. The time delay is considered
to be insignificant.
These two groups of peaks at both 6668-MHz and 12178-MHz are thought to be
on the opposite edges of the UCHII region, or else each group is associated with its
own protostar (see Figure 5.50). At 6668-MHz, the maser peaks’ time series in these
two groups have similar periods which suggests a common source of the observed
regularly varying behaviour. If they have different protostars, the activities in their
time series should not correlate. If this is not the case, how is it possible for two
things in different locations to communicate to produce the same behaviour if their
environments are different?
5.4.5 G331.13-0.24
The spectra for G331.13-0.24 at 6668-MHz are shown in Figure 5.51 and the time
series of the main peaks are shown in Figure 5.52. There are two maser peak groups
in the spectra - the group that lies between -92 and 90 km.s−1 (red-shifted group)
and the group which is found between -88 and -83 km.s−1 (blue-shifted group).
There is a weak peak around -82.5 km.s−1.
The time series in Figure 5.52 show strong quasi-periodic modulation but the
timing of the maxima differs. There is a flare in all time series from 53800 to 54500
MJD. The waveforms in the time series do not repeat and their time delays are small
before the flare.
The Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods were applied in the de-trended
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Figure 5.51: Methanol maser spectra for G331.13-0.24 at 6668-MHz before and after the
bearing failure.
Figure 5.52: Time series for G331.13-0.24 at 6668-MHz.
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Figure 5.53: Interferometric spectra and maser spot maps for G331.13-0.24 at 6668-MHz
(Phillips et al., 1998).
Figure 5.54: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G331.13-0.24 at 6668-
MHz.
Figure 5.55: epoch-folding results for
G331.13-0.24 at 6668-MHz.
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time series for G331.13-0.24 at 6668-MHz (Figures 5.54 and 5.55). Both methods
show the periodicity in all of the selected maser peaks (Table 5.8).
Phillips et al. (1998) produced a maser spot map for G331.13-0.24 at 6668-MHz
(Figure 5.53). Apart from the maser spot at G, the morphology is linear. It was
also suggested that this region could contain multiple star forming regions. The
time series for spots B (84.393 km.s−1), C (84.962 km.s−1), D (85.622 km.s−1) and
E (86.149 km.s−1) show flares on the decaying part of the variations that is much
less evident in spots H (90.802 km.s−1) and I (91.593 km.s−1).
Vel. LS (days) EF (days) EF error (days)
km.s−1 All HP NCCS All HP NCCS All HP NCCS
-91.593 503 489 500 506 492 501 18 39 25
-90.802 505 489 501 508 489 504 15 35 27
-86.149 518 589 533 517 551 521 20 64 34
-85.622 506 571 521 505 541 516 29 54 40
-84.962 506 551 507 516 544 504 18 55 40
-84.393 518 564 522 516 544 520 18 55 24
Table 5.8: Periods determined using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods for
G331.13-0.24 at 6668-MHz.
If we assume that all maser spots lie at the same distance from us, then the
time delays in Figure 5.56 would be due to shock wave front or radiation travelling
to the location of the maser spots. With this assumption, the transverse distances
between the maser spots will give the minimum light travel time. Figure 5.56 shows
the correlation and time delays between the -91.593 km.s−1 and other selected maser
peaks time series. This case study should tell us whether it is a light travel or shock
wave front which is responsible for the observed variations. The speed of light is
173.3 Au.day−1 (8.4×10−4 pc.day−1). The adopted distance to G331.13-0.24 is 5.2
kpc (Phillips et al., 1998). The B and H have 60 days time delay which translates
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Figure 5.56: ZDCF results for G331.13-0.24 at 6668-MHz. The light curve of the peak at
-91.593 km.s−1 is used as the reference time series.
into 0.050 pc light travel. H to B ∼ 0.54 arcseconds (0.014 pc) in the spot map.
The high speeds of jets or outflows in young stellar objects range from 200 to 700
km.s−1 (Blandford, 1993) and in 60 days at 1.96×10−6 pc.day−1 (700 km.s−1) they
can cover about 0.00012 pc. The difference is in the order of 104 pc. The variations
must be communicated radiatively rather than by physical propagation.
5.4.6 G338.93-0.06
The spectra for G338.93-0.06 at 6668-MHz are shown in Figure 5.57, and the time
series of the main peaks in Figure 5.58.
The three brightest peaks show strong regular variations, while the peak at -
41.420 km.s−1 shows only weak modulation. The periodic variations are coupled
with some long-term variations. Around 53250.0 MJD, there is a flare, but it did
not alter the regularly varying behaviour. The regular behaviour of these peaks
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resembles an absolute cosine function. These time series show very quick decays
and also quick rises from local minima.
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Figure 5.57: Methanol maser spectra for G338.93-0.06 at 6668-MHz before and after the
bearing failure.
Figure 5.58: Time series for G338.93-0.06 at 6668-MHz.
After removing long-term variations in the time series in Figure 5.58 with first-
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Figure 5.59: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G338.93-0.06 at 6668-
MHz.
Figure 5.60: epoch-folding results for
G338.93-0.06 at 6668-MHz.
Vel. LS (days) EF (days) EF error (days)
km.s−1 All HP NCCS All HP NCCS All HP NCCS
-42.122 132.78 132.98 133.14 132.80 133.08 133.11 1.20 3.51 1.66
-41.945 132.79 132.38 133.00 132.79 132.59 133.00 1.25 3.19 1.66
-41.902 132.74 132.71 132.91 132.76 133.04 133.92 1.30 2.91 1.68
Table 5.9: Periods determined using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods for
G338.93-0.06 at 6668-MHz.
order polynomials, the periods were determined from Lomb-Scargle periodograms
(Figure 5.59) and epoch-folding results (Figure 5.60).
Both period search methods agreed on a period of about 133 days (Table 5.9).
The evolution of the period was tested by splitting the data. The periods determined
for the HP and NCCS data are also shown in Table 5.9. The errors in the periods
from the epoch-folding method in the complete data set (combined HP and NCCS
data) is around 1 day.
The correlations and time delay results obtained by the ZDCF are shown in
Figure 5.61. There are small time delays between the three main peaks which
implies that they are insignificant.
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Figure 5.61: ZDCF results for G338.93-0.06 at 6668-MHz.
5.4.7 G339.62-0.12
The upper, average and lower envelopes for the spectra for G339.62-0.12 at 6668-
MHz are shown in Figure 5.62 and the time series of the main peaks are shown
in Figure 5.63. No new maser peaks formed over the two year gap period. The
maser peaks in the spectra fall into two groups, the first between -39 and -35 km.s−1
(red-shifted) and the second between -34 and -29 km.s−1 (blue-shifted).
Nine velocity channels with maser peaks were used to create the time series
(Figure 5.63). An exponential function was fitted to the time series between 52860.0-
54740.0 MJD for the -33.533 km.s−1 (Figure 5.64). The fitted exponential function
had a 1030 day e-folding time.
Periodic variations are strongest in all the red-shifted peaks. They are not seen
in the blue-shifted group. Period testing was done with the Lomb-Scargle (Figure
5.65) and epoch-folding (Figure 5.66) methods for the red-shifted masers (Table
5.10).
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Figure 5.62: Methanol maser spectra for G339.62-0.12 at 6668-MHz before and after the
bearing failure.
Figure 5.63: Time series for G339.62-0.12 at 6668-MHz.
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Figure 5.64: An exponential function fitted to the -33.533 km.s−1 (for G339.62-0.12 at
6668-MHz) time series from 52860.0 to 54740.0 MJD.
Figure 5.65: Lomb-Scargle peri-
odograms for G339.62-0.12 at 6668-
MHz.
Figure 5.66: epoch-folding results for
G339.62-0.12 at 6668-MHz.
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Vel. LS (days) EF (days) EF error (days)
km.s−1 All HP NCCS All HP NCCS All HP NCCS
-37.749 200.7 211.4 200.8 201.2 212.2 - 6.9 13.1 -
-37.310 199.2 203.3 199.9 199.5 - 201.0 3.5 - 3.5
-36.959 200.6 200.1 200.6 200.9 200.1 201.3 2.1 6.4 3.2
-36.079 200.6 203.3 198.9 200.8 202.8 199.8 2.5 9.4 3.8
-35.728 201.4 - 200.2 200.8 - 200.5 6.2 - 5.4
Table 5.10: Periods determined using the Lomb-Scargle and epoch-folding methods for
G339.62-0.12 at 6668-MHz. If there was no period determined in the time series, “-” was
inserted in the place of period.
The -37.749, -37.310, -36.959, -36.079 and -35.728 km.s−1 time series show some
periodicity and the summary of the periods determined for the complete time series,
HP data only and NCCS data only, are shown in Table 5.10. These maser peaks
are the red-shifted group (lies between -39 and -35 km.s−1). They show similar long
and short-term variations.
The second group of maser peaks are the blue shifted and they lie between -34
and -29 km.s−1. The -32.920 and -32.216 km.s−1 time series show similar behaviour
which suggests a common source of the observed variability.
This region could be a multiple star forming region because some peaks are anti-
correlated with one another. The blue shifted maser peaks could be associate their
protostar and the red shifted maser peaks could have their own background source
(protostar).
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5.5 New methanol maser sources
5.5.1 G0.092+0.663
The G0.092+0.663 methanol maser source was found in the 6668-MHz methanol
multi-beam maser (MMB) catalogue I, which was an unbiased search for class
II methanol masers in our galactic center regions from 345◦ to 6◦ longitudes
(Caswell et al., 2010). The spectra for the methanol emission at 6668-MHz are
shown in Figure 5.67. It is a weak source with weak activity. Eleven maser peaks
were selected to produce time series (Figures 5.68 and 5.69). All time series show
weak variations which are within the range of the experimental uncertainties.
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Figure 5.67: Methanol maser spectra for G0.092+0.663 at 6668-MHz.
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Figure 5.68: Time series for G0.092+0.663 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.69: Time series for G0.092+0.663 at 6668-MHz.
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5.5.2 G6.189-0.358
G6.189-0.358 was found in the 6668-MHz methanol multi-beam maser survey cat-
alogue II, which was an unbiased search in the galactic longitudes from 6◦ to 20◦,
and it is associated with a 3 kpc arm (Green et al., 2010). It was the brightest new
source in the catalogue. Its spectra are shown in Figure 5.70. The brightest maser
peak in the spectra show the strongest difference between the upper and lower en-
velopes. The time series for eleven maser peaks are shown in Figures 5.71 and 5.72.
They show weak variation during our monitoring window.
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Figure 5.70: Methanol maser spectra for G6.189-0.358 at 6668-MHz.
5.5.3 G8.832-0.028
G8.832-0.028 is a bright source which was found by Xu et al. (2009) using the Aus-
tralia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) and it was confirmed in the 6668-MHz
methanol multi-beam maser survey catalogue II (Green et al., 2010). Its spectra
are shown in Figure 5.73. It has five main active peaks between -6 and 5 km.s−1.
These form three groups: (i) consists of the three brightest maser peaks at -5.314,
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Figure 5.71: Time series for G6.189-0.358 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.72: Time series for G6.189-0.358 at 6668-MHz.
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-3.870 and -3.165 km.s−1, (ii) has one resolved maser peak at -0.277 km.s−1, (iii)
occurs around 2 km.s−1 and it has four resolved maser peaks at 1.537, 2.040, 2.175
and 2.611 km.s−1. The peak at -3.870 km.s−1 is the brightest in the spectrum.
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Figure 5.73: Methanol maser spectra for G8.832-0.028 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.74: Time series for G8.832-0.028 at 6668-MHz.
G8.832-0.028 does not show significant variability over the monitoring window
at 6668-MHz (Figure 5.74).
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Figure 5.75: Methanol maser spectra for G8.832-0.028 at 12178-MHz.
Figure 5.76: Time series for G8.832-0.028 at 12178-MHz.
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Figure 5.77: Time series for G8.832-0.028 at 12178-MHz.
The spectra of G8.832-0.028 at 12178-MHz are given in Figure 5.75 and time
series of the main maser peaks in Figures 5.76 and 5.77. There are two maser
peak groups, one with negative velocities and one with positive. Between -2 and
0.5 km.s−1, there are emissions at the 6668-MHz spectrum (Figure 5.73) but in the
12178-MHz spectrum, there is no emission. It suggests that these two emission lines
require slightly different conditions.
Time series for both groups show no significant variation, but rather random
variation over the monitoring period (Figures 5.76 and 5.77).
5.5.4 G8.872-0.493
G8.872-0.493 was found in the 6668-MHz methanol multi-beam maser catalogue II
(Green et al., 2010). Xu et al. (2009) determined the position of this new source
using the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA). The spectra for G8.872-
0.493 at 6668-MHz are shown in Figure 5.78. The three brightest maser peaks at
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23.256, 23.606 and 23.959 km.s−1 were used to produce the time series (Figure 5.79).
They all show some variability but there is not enough data to confidently claim
that the variability is real, also the variability occurs over a very short range.
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Figure 5.78: Methanol maser spectra for G8.872-0.493 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.79: Time series for G8.872-0.493 at 6668-MHz.
Even though the data did not show several cycles in its variability, the Lomb-
Scargle periodograms were produced for these time series (Figure 5.80).
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Figure 5.80: Lomb-Scargle periodograms for G8.872-0.493 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.81: A sine function with 75.9 day period fitted to the 23.606 km.s−1 time series
for G8.872-0.493 at 6668-MHz.
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The 23.606 km.s−1 time series shows variations which could be periodic, with a
period of 75.9 days. For the variations to be confirmed as regular or periodic, several
cycles should be observed.
A sinusoidal function was fitted to the 23.606 km.s−1 time series to see how well
this variation fits to a simple periodic function. The fitted function was defined as
follows: f(x) = A sin (2πνx+ ωo)+mx+c. The parameters to be minimised are: m
(gradient), c (y-intercept), A (amplitude) and ωo (phase). The mx and c terms are
for long-term variation. In Python, the script was written to use the module called
optimize.leastsq() to determine the best curve fit to the 23.606 km.s−1 time series
(Figure 5.81). Even though it appears to be periodic, there is not enough data
to confirm whether G8.872-0.493 at 6668-MHz is periodic or quasi-periodic, even
random variations can mimic periodically for a short time period. The monitoring
on this source will need to be continued in order to confirm if this source is periodic
or not.
5.5.5 G348.617-1.162
G348.617-1.162 was found in the 6668-MHz methanol multi-beam maser catalogue
I and it was the brightest new maser source in the catalogue (Caswell et al., 2010).
The spectra of this source are shown in Figure 5.82. The difference between the
upper and lower envelopes suggests that the range of variation is small. Twelve
maser peaks were used to produce the time series over the monitoring period (Figures
5.83 and 5.84). The small variations observed are within the range of experimental
uncertainties.
G348.617-1.162 was also observed and monitored at 12178-MHz, the spectra
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Figure 5.82: Methanol maser spectra for G348.617-1.162 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.83: Time series for G348.617-1.162 at 6668-MHz.
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Figure 5.84: Time series for G348.617-1.162 at 6668-MHz.
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Figure 5.85: Methanol maser spectra for G348.617-1.162 at 12178-MHz.
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Figure 5.86: Time series for G348.617-1.162 at 12178-MHz.
Figure 5.87: Time series for G348.617-1.162 at 12178-MHz.
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obtained at 12178-MHz are shown in Figure 5.85. The emissions occur at a similar
velocity range to that at 6668-MHz. The maser peaks were selected to produce the
time series (Figures 5.86 and 5.87). They show no significant variations.
5.5.6 G351.688+0.171
G351.688+0.171 was found in the 6668-MHz methanol multi-beam maser catalogue
I (Caswell et al., 2010) and its spectra are shown in Figure 5.88. There are two
main maser peak groups: (i) the red-shifted group (from -22.5 to -17.5 km.s−1), and
(ii) the blue-shifted (from -12.5 to -10 km.s−1). Their time series (Figures 5.89 and
5.90) show no significant variations.
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Figure 5.88: Methanol maser spectra for G351.688+0.171 at 6668-MHz.
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Figure 5.89: Time series for G348.617-1.162 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.90: Time series for G351.688+0.171 at 6668-MHz.
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5.5.7 G358.460-0.391
The G358.460-0.391 was obtained from the Australian 6668-MHz methanol multi-
beam maser (MMB) catalogue I (Caswell et al., 2010) and Figure 5.91 shows its
spectra at 6668-MHz. In these spectra, there are two maser peak groups which are:
three maser peaks at -7.584, -7.382 and -6.476 km.s−1, two maser peaks at 1.147
and 1.685 km.s−1. The time series are shown in Figure 5.92.
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Figure 5.91: Methanol maser spectra for G358.460-0.391 at 6668-MHz.
The time series at 1.147 km.s−1 shows strong variability (see Figure 5.92). Its
variability could be periodic, but several cycles are required to conclude that it is a
new periodic source. The monitoring needs to continue for this source to see if it is
periodic.
The Lomb-Scargle method was used to produce periodograms for the G358.460-
0.391 time series at 6668-MHz (see Figure 5.93). All show negative results except
for the time series at 1.147 km.s−1, which shows a period of 186.9 days. The least-
squares fit for a 186.9 day period sine function and a first-order polynomial to the
1.147 km.s−1 time series is shown in Figure 5.94. long-term monitoring is required
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Figure 5.92: Time series for G358.460-0.391 at 6668-MHz.
Figure 5.93: Lomb-Scargle periodograms for G358.460-0.391 at 6668-MHz.
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Figure 5.94: A sine function with a 186.9 day period fitted to the 1.147 km.s−1 time
series for G358.460-0.391 at 6668-MHz. The residuals for the fit are shown in the bottom
diagram.
to confirm the nature of the variability of G358.460-0.391 at 6668-MHz.
Chapter 6
Discussion
6.1 Introduction
The time series for the class II methanol masers in Chapter 5 show regularly and ir-
regularly varying behaviour which are sometimes embedded in long-term variations.
In this chapter, the common behaviour observed in methanol sources and the search
results for the new periodic or quasi-periodic methanol maser sources are discussed.
The periods for the periodic and quasi-periodic sources are presented and the
assumptions used to get to the final periods and period uncertainties are discussed.
The extreme (minimum and maximum) periods were used to determine the prop-
erties of a binary star system. In the quest for understanding more about class II
methanol masers, the common features in the sources have been singled out and
discussed in detail; these are flares, long-term variations and waveforms.
In our new methanol maser sample, two sources could be periodic or quasi-
periodic.
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6.2 Periodic and quasi-periodic methanol maser
sources
The spectra, time series, Lomb-Scargle periodograms, epoch-folding results, and
time series correlations and delays for seven periodic and quasi-periodic methanol
maser sources were shown in Section 5.4.
6.2.1 Periods for the periodic or quasi-periodic sources
In order to determine the period of a source in either the 6668-MHz or 12178-MHz
emission line, it was assumed that the observed periodicities in the time series are
due to a common mechanism. Using this assumption, the period determined by the
Lomb-Scargle method for a methanol maser at each frequency can be approximated
by the average period for all time series in the source (see Table 6.1). For the periods
determined by the epoch-folding method, a weighted average was determined rather
than the standard average value. The weighted average µ can be determined by
minimising χ2 given by
χ2 =
N∑
i
(
xi − µ
σi
)2
, (6.1)
where σi is the error of xi and it is not a constant. By setting
∂χ2
∂µ
= 0, the weighted
average µ is given by
µ =
∑
i
(
xi
σi2
)
∑
i
(
1
σ2i
) . (6.2)
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The error in the weighted average can be derived using error propagation (Taylor,
1997), which will be:
σ2µ =
∑
i σ
2
i
(
∂µ
∂xi
)2
,
σ2µ =
1∑
i
(
1
σ2i
) . (6.3)
The weighted averages and their errors for the epoch-folding method are given in
Table 6.1. Equation 6.3 is true if the data are independent. In our time series, there
are variables which produce dependencies in different velocity channels. All the time
series from different velocity channels in the spectrum are scaled by the same Point
Source Sensitivity (PSS), the same atmospheric correction, etc. These activities
will produce correlations between the time series from different velocity channels.
However, in our case we assumed that the time series are independent, although
this condition is not strictly met in this dataset. This simplification assumption will
result in underestimating the error in the averaged period for each source.
Source Freq. LS EF ∆(EF )
(MHz) (days) (days) (days)
G12.89+0.49 12178 29.38 29.40 0.11
G338.93-0.06 6668 132.8 132.8 0.7
G339.62-0.12 6668 200.5 200.6 1.4
G328.24-0.55
6668 220.8 221.7 2.1
12178 220.0 220.1 4.0
G9.62+0.20E
6668 242.8 243.3 1.6
12178 243.4 243.7 1.8
G188.95+0.89
6668 393.3 394.1 5.6
12178 383.6 383.8 6.2
G331.13-0.24 6668 509.3 511.0 7.6
Table 6.1: Comparison of the periods for the periodic and quasi-periodic methanol maser
source sample.
If the source of the periodicities is the same for both the 6668-MHz and the
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12178-MHz emission line, then the weighted average period of the 6668-MHz and
12178-MHz emission lines will be a better approximation of the epoch-folding pe-
riods. Using the above arguments, weighted mean periods and uncertainties were
determined using the epoch-folding results (Table 6.2).
Source Period Period Error Percentage
(days) (days) Error
G12.89+0.49 29.40 0.11 0.37
G9.62+0.20E 243.5 1.2 0.49
G338.93-0.06 132.8 0.7 0.54
G339.62-0.12 200.6 1.4 0.69
G328.24-0.55 221.4 1.9 0.84
G188.95+0.89 389.4 4.2 1.06
G331.13-0.24 511.0 7.6 1.48
Table 6.2: The weighted mean periods, period errors and percentage errors for the periodic
and quasi-periodic methanol maser source sample.
In Table 6.2, the uncertainties in the periods of the sources were determined
using Equation 6.3. G188.95+0.89 and G331.13-0.24 have large percentage errors
(> 1) and large period errors. These are the sources with longer periods and they
were sampled like the others. Only G12.89+0.49 required two to four days sampling
because of a 29.40 pm 0.11 day period. The periods in some of the selected time
series in G188.95+0.89 and G331.13-0.24 were not significantly different but their
uncertainties were large. These arguments suggest that they are probably quasi-
periodic sources, but there is no easy distinction between periodic and quasi-periodic.
Throughout the monitoring period, some sources show a high degree of regularity
(Table 6.1). These environments are evolving and energetic, yet these sources show
strong periodicities. It means that precise conditions are required to produce the
observed periodicities.
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6.2.2 Origin of the regular variations
It was shown that some of the class II methanol masers are either periodic or quasi-
periodic, and they (6668-MHz and 12178-MHz methanol maser lines) are thought
to be radiatively pumped (see Section 2.4). A very important question is, the origin
of these observed periodicities.
It is known that there are stars which are variable. The pulsating variable stars
could be the source of the observed periodicities. Stellar pulsation is due to a
pressure fluctuation inside the star (Stahler & Palla, 2004). Eyer & Mowlavi (2008)
summarise the variable stars in the Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram and they
are found almost everywhere in the diagram. Figure 6.1 shows some of the known
pulsating stars (e.g. Mira, RR Lyrae, Cepheid, etc. (Stahler & Palla, 2004)) in
the HR diagram. Ramsay et al. (2011) reported new short periods for pulsating
stars (SX Phe or δ Scuti stars) ranging between 51-83 minutes, and Hart et al.
(2007) found typical long periods in 54 of 378 pulsating stars (Long Period Variable)
being between 100-300 days. Eyer & Mowlavi (2008) give periods of 80 seconds to 8
minutes for the EC 14026 stars, and high periods ranging between 50-1000 days for
Semi-regular (SR) and Mira stars. Table 6.3 gives the periods for some of the known
periodic pulsating stars. The periods for our periodic and quasi-periodic methanol
maser source sample ranges from 29.4 to 511.0 days. In our case, the stars are still
being formed and the period range suggests that they should be evolved stars which
they are clearly not. So pulsating stars are unlikely to be the source of the observed
periodic or quasi-periodic behaviour in class II methanol maser time series.
Another possibility of explaining the periodicity was proposed by Sobolev et al.
(2007) (see section 2.6). It was proposed that the variability of masers could be
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Figure 6.1: Hertzsprung-Russell (HR) diagram taken from De Cat (2001) with some of
the variable stars. The instability strip is shown by two parallel diagonal dash lines. The
solid lines represent different stellar evolution paths - with more horizontally flat lines
representing massive star evolution paths.
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due to the variation in the surrounding environment (dust temperature) in which
they are found. In contrast, van der Walt (2011) proposed the Colliding Wind
Binary (CWB) model as the source of the periodic variability for G9.62+0.20E (see
section 2.6). The model does not include the variations in the disk and the accretion
processes of the binary system which can affect the evolution of the period. Perhaps,
if these two models can be coupled one can produce a model that better explains
the observed behaviour.
Star Period Amplitude (mag)
EC 14026 80 s-8 m up to 0.03
ZZ Ceti 0.5 - 25 m up to 0.2
V777 Her 2 - 16 m up to 0.2
roAp 5-20 m up to 0.01
GW Vir 5 -80 m up to 0.2
PG1716 “Betsy” 30-150 m up to ∼ 0.01
δ Scuti 30 m - 6 h up to few 0.1
β Cephei 2-12 h up to 0.05
RR Lyrae 5 h - 1.1 d 0.2-2
γ Dor 8 h -3 d up to few 0.01
Slowly Pulsating B (SPB) 0.5 - 5 d up to 0.03
W Vir 1-20 d 0.3-1.2
α Cyg 1-50 d few 0.1
Cepheids 2-70 d 0.1-1.5
RV Tau 30 - 150 d 1-3
Semi-regular (SR), Mira 50 - 1000 d up to 8
Table 6.3: Some of the known variable stars listed by Eyer & Mowlavi (2008). The periods
are given in seconds (s), minutes (m) and days (d). For each type of star, the magnitude
(mag) ranges are given as amplitude of the variations.
Assuming that the CWB is the source of the observed periodicity (van der Walt,
2011), a simple binary model can be developed to find the properties of the binary
star systems corresponding to the observed period limits of 29.4 and 511.0 days. Ke-
pler’s Third law for two bodies orbiting around their barycenter can be summarised
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mathematically as
MA +MB =
d3
P 2
, (6.4)
where MA and MB are the masses of the primary and secondary bodies, both mea-
sured in solar masses (M⊙), d is the separation distance in Astronomical Units (AU)
and P is the orbital period in years. From equation 6.4, the separation distance of
the two bodies orbiting each other can be determined provided the period and their
masses are known.
Since early B-type (B2) stars are the lower mass limit to produce Lyman con-
tinuum photons which can have enough energy to form UCHII, they should be
the lower mass limit for the protostars which are associated with methanol masers
(Walsh et al., 1997). Using data from Panagia (1973) table and L = M3.2 adopted
from De Loore & Doom (1992), where L and M are the luminosity and mass for a
hydrogen-burning ZAMS respectively, the B2-type hydrogen-burning ZAMS mass
will be 12 M⊙, which was rounded to 10 M⊙ for modelling purposes. It is important
to note that ZAMS stars are more developed.
Using the shortest and longest periods listed in Table 6.1, namely 29.4 days
for G12.89+0.49 and 511.0 days for G331.13-0.24, the separation distance was de-
termined for a 10 M⊙ primary object and a 8.00, 4.00, 1.00, and 9.49×10−4 M⊙
secondary object. The mass of 9.49×10−4 M⊙ is equal to Jupiter’s mass so that
would be a Jupiter-like planet moving around a 10 M⊙ protostar. The results are
shown in Table 6.4 (also see Figure 6.2).
Since Equation 6.4 takes the primary and secondary bodies as a point mass, we
want to determine whether the secondary body will be either inside, outside, or
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overlapping with the primary object. Hosokawa et al. (2010) gives a model which
details the four phases of a protostar evolution. Some of the core arguments in
the model were high accretion rate (
.
M > 10−4 M⊙yr−1) and spherically symmetric
accretion. For a 10 M⊙ protostar, the stellar radius reaches maxima of 30-400
R⊙ (0.14 to 1.86 AU). For comparison, Panagia (1973) made calculations for the
temperatures, absolute magnitude, luminosities and radii for the Zero-Age Main
Sequence (ZAMS), dwarf, giant, and supergiant stars from B3 to O4. The radius
determined ranges from 3.4-15.1 R⊙ for the ZAMS stars. For our case study, the
lower (0.14 AU) and upper (1.86 AU) maximum modelled by Hosokawa et al. (2010)
will be used. Palla (2005) presented the result that the possible explanation for the
measured effective temperature in Orion KL could be due to a large protostar ∼ 300
R⊙ or a very active inner circumstellar accretion disk with a 10 M⊙ protostar. Orion
KL is a special star forming region but the radius approximated by Palla (2005)
falls within the range described by Hosokawa et al. (2010) model. The radius range
determined by Panagia (1973) is very small when compared with those determined
by Hosokawa et al. (2010) model and Palla (2005), but class II methanol masers are
associated with massive Young Stellar Objects (YSOs) which occur long before the
ZAMS stage.
The distance from the center of the primary body to the barycenter (d1) of the
system can be determined from
d1 =
(
1− MA
MA +MB
)
d, (6.5)
where d = d1 + d2 is the separation distance. Equation 6.5 depends on the masses
of the primary and secondary objects in a binary star system, and is for a circular
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Period 29.4 days 511.0 days
MB (M⊙) d (AU) d (AU)
8.00 0.49 3.27
4.00 0.45 3.01
1.00 0.41 2.78
9.49×10−4 0.40 2.69
Table 6.4: Possible binary system properties (mass and separation distance) with a 10 M⊙
primary star. The first column gives the mass of secondary objects. The second column
gives the separation distance for a 29.4 day period and the last column gives the separation
distance for a 511.0 day period.
Figure 6.2: Our 29.4 day period binary system models - with a 10 M⊙ (0.14 AU radius)
protostar as a primary object and the secondary objects were: Jupiter-like (J-L) mass, 1
M⊙, 4 M⊙ and 8 M⊙. The separation distances are given in Astronomical Units (AU).
The ∆ shows the location of the center of rotation or the center of mass.
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orbit which contradicts the CWB model. If the center of rotation or center of mass
of a circular binary system is inside the primary object, then it is possible to have a
contact binary. The radius of the binary companion will be less than or equal to (≤)
d − rA. If the center of rotation is outside the primary object, then the barycenter
will be inside a secondary object in a contact binary. This implies that the radius
of the binary companion will be less than (<) d − d1 which is the same as or less
than the distance from the center of rotation to the center of secondary object (d2).
As discussed above, a protostar has a very large radius compared with a devel-
oped star. This means that the existence of a binary system will depend on the size
of the primary (protostar) and secondary (protostar or protoplanet) objects.
Period 29.4 days Mean density 511.0 days Mean density
MB (M⊙) rB (AU) ∼M/R3 (M⊙.R⊙−3) rB (AU) ∼M/R3 (M⊙.R⊙−3)
8.00 0.35 1.88×10−5 3.12 2.60×10−8
4.00 0.31 1.35×10−5 2.86 1.70×10−8
1.00 0.27 5.06×10−6 2.64 5.00×10−9
9.49×10−4 0.26 5.00×10−9 2.53 5.89×10−12
Table 6.5: The absolute upper limit radius for the binary companions for a 10 M⊙ proto-
star. The radius of a protostar is set to be 0.14 AU (30 R⊙) and the periods of the binary
systems are 29.4 and 511.0 days. The center mass of rotation was ignored in determining
the radius of the secondary object (rB), so rB was determined from the difference between
the separation distance (d) and the radius of the primary object rA (rB = d− rA).
In summary, our case study uses a protostar (primary object) 10 M⊙ with a 0.14
AU (30 R⊙) radius, which will have a mean density of 3.66×10−4 M⊙.R⊙−3. The
second case will also use a protostar (primary object) 10 M⊙, but with a 1.86 AU
(400 R⊙) radius and a mean density of 1.56×10−7 M⊙.R⊙−3.
For a 29.4 day period, d1 ranges between 3.80×10−5 - 0.22 AU. If the protostar
radius is 0.14 AU, then the center of rotation (center mass) for a Jupiter-like mass,
1 and 4 M⊙ binary companion will lie inside the protostar. The mean density of
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the protostar is 3.66×10−4 M⊙.R⊙−3 and the mean densities in Table 6.5 are even
smaller. For a 8 M⊙ binary companion, the radius must be less than 0.27 AU because
the center of rotation lies outside the protostar. The new minimum mean density
for a 8 M⊙ binary companion with 0.27 AU radius will be 4.08×10−5 M⊙.R⊙−3. The
radius of the binary companions can still be decreased to avoid contact, so these are
possible binary systems. The size and approximated mean density constraints for
the binary companions are given in Table 6.5. If the protostar radius is 1.86 AU, all
the binary companions will be inside the protostar, which is impossible.
MB (M⊙) rB (AU) ∼M/R3 (M⊙.R⊙−3)
8.00 1.44 2.69×10−7
4.00 1.18 2.43×10−7
1.00 0.95 1.17×10−7
9.49×10−4 0.85 1.56×10−10
Table 6.6: The absolute upper limit radius for the binary companions of a 10 M⊙ protostar.
The radius of a protostar is set to be 1.86 AU (400 R⊙) and the period of the binary system
is 511.0 days.
For a 511.0 day period binary, d1 ranges between 2.55×10−4 - 1.45 AU. If the
protostar has 1.86 AU radius, the center of rotation lies inside the protostar. The size
of the binary companion is also important. If it is not considered, then the orbiting
bodies may be in contact or overlapping with each other. The size and approximate
mean density constraints for the binary companions are shown in Table 6.6. All
binary companions are denser than the primary object except for a Jupiter-like
object, so only Jupiter-like objects can be in a binary system. If the protostar has a
0.14 AU radius (3.66×10−4 M⊙.R⊙−3 mean density), then all binary companions in
our model are very probable. The size and approximated mean density constraints
for the binary companions are shown in Table 6.5.
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Since the model suggests that a binary system is possible with some constraints,
would the binary companion lie inside, outside or surrounded by the the accretion
disk? If it is surrounded by the accretion disk, how is the mass flow from the accre-
tion disk to the binary system distributed to the primary and secondary objects?
From the observations, M. J. McCaughrean and C. R. O’Dell (1996) found the di-
ameter of a circumstellar accretion disk to be between 50-1000 AU. Machida et al.
(2005) did the modelling, where the size of the circumstellar accretion disk was re-
stricted to ∼ 10 AU during the main accretion phase. As the main accretion phase
evolves, the diameter increased to & 100 AU, based on the given size range of a cir-
cumstellar accretion disk. Since the largest separation distance in our simple model
is 3.27 AU, it suggests that the binary companion would be in the inner accretion
disk or that the binary system is surrounded by the accretion disk.
6.2.3 Waveforms of periodic or quasi-periodic sources
The periodic and quasi-periodic methanol maser sources have various waveforms
(Figure 6.3). The waveforms in Figure 6.3 resemble simple derivations of sinusoids.
This hypothesis was tested and the results are shown in Figures 6.5 to 6.9. For
the G338.93-0.06 time series, an absolute cosine function (f(x) = |cos (ωx+ φ)|)
was used. For the G9.62+0.20E time series, an absolute sine function (f(x) =
|sin (ωx+ φ)|) was used. The fits were done with Python script which uses the
module called optimize.leastsq(). The fits were good except for G9.62+0.20E, due
to its steep rise and decay near local maxima. The G9.62+0.20E waveforms are not
symmetric which also contributes to the offset in the fit.
Since there is more than one type of periodic waveform observed (Figure 6.3),
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of waveforms for periodic and quasi-periodic methanol maser
sources.
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Figure 6.4: G12.89+0.49 waveform.
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Figure 6.5: A negative absolute sine function fitted to the waveform of the G9.62+0.20E
time series at 12178 MHz.
Figure 6.6: A sine function fitted to the waveform of the G188.95+0.89 time series at 6668
MHz.
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Figure 6.7: A sine function fitted to the waveform of the G339.62-0.12 time series at 6668
MHz.
Figure 6.8: A sine function fitted to the waveform of the G331.13-0.24 time series at 6668
MHz.
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Figure 6.9: An absolute cosine function fitted to the waveform of the G338.93-0.06 time
series at 6668 MHz.
there could be more to be observed - which suggest a diversity of star forming
environments. Could these diverse waveforms be due to different orientations with
respect to an observer? This has been observed in Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN)
and quasars (Antonucci, 1993). If the surroundings of a masing cloud (or masing
cloud) were changed, how would a waveform evolve?
6.3 New methanol maser sources
From the 6668-MHz Methanol Multi-Beam maser (MMB) catalogues I and II, seven
new methanol maser source regions which had never been monitored before were
selected for monitoring based on their emission strength. Two sources (G8.872-
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0.493 and G358.460-0.391 at 6668-MHz) were found to be variable.
The Lomb-Scargle method was used to search for and test the significance of the
periodicity in their time series. The period determined for G8.872-0.493 was 76 days
and G358.460-0.391 has a 187-day period. The number of cycles are not sufficient
to conclude whether these time series are periodic or not. However, it is certain that
they are variable sources. To confirm the kind of variability, long-term monitoring
is required.
Even though the search was negative for the other sources over our monitoring
period, the monitoring should continue since these regions are active and evolving.
Monitoring them may help to find the processes which can initiate variability, even
if they were not variable over our monitoring window. Monitoring these regions for
a longer period could give us enough data to see whether it is a variable source.
Determining a lower limit for monitoring a source is harder as seen in the G351.78-
0.54 time series (Figure 5.10) which was flat from February to September 2011. If it
was observed for that period only, one could have thought that it was not variable.
6.4 Irregularly varying methanol maser sources
G351.42+0.64 shows weak variations at both 6668 MHz (Figure 5.2) and 12178 MHz
(Figure 5.7). The weaker peaks show two flares.
The variations in G351.78-0.54 at 6668-MHz appear to be random and there is
no simple pattern which they follow. The time series for each of the four spatially
distinct maser regions (A, B, C and D in Figure 5.12, Norris et al. (1993)) were
divided by each maximum. The resulting normalised time series are shown in Figure
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Figure 6.10: Normalised time series for G351.78-0.54 at 6668-MHz. The vertical lines
show time delays in the time series. The 0.989 km.s−1 time series was used to provide the
reference markers for maximum and minimum.
6.10. The D (0.989 km.s−1) and C (1.275 km.s−1) spots are strongly correlated, and
they show peaks with small width. The B (1.888 km.s−1) and A (2.115 km.s−1)
spots are strongly correlated, with wider peaks. Around 53550 MJD, spots D and
C show a significant jump that is not observed in the time series for the B and A
maser spots. The long-term variations are correlated to all time series suggesting a
common source.
By drawing vertical lines at some of the local maxima and minima in the nor-
malised time series, we show that sometimes there are time delays in the local
maxima and minima of the time series at 0.989 and 1.275 km.s−1 (D and C, re-
spectively). For example, around 51720 and 52265 MJD there are clear time delays
between 0.989 and 1.275 km.s−1 time series. This behaviour suggests possible move-
ments in either the masing environments or the background radiation. This was
also noted by Macleod & Gaylard (1996). The B and A maser spots show no clearly
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visible time delays yet they are not in the same position.
we show that the local maxima and minima of the 0.989 and 1.275 km.s−1 (D
and C) time series (Figure 6.10)
The A, B maser spot time series and C, D maser spot time series are correlated in
their long-term variations. The short-term variations sometimes show correlations.
For an example, at around 51534, 51781 and 52426 MJD there are local minima
for all time series (Figure 6.10). The waveforms of the A, B maser spots and the
C, D maser spots are significantly different. There are clear correlations in some
of the activities suggesting that some things are common to these maser spots.
Macleod & Gaylard (1996) concluded that these two maser spot groups are not
correlated. The variation range of the C, D maser spots make it hard to see the
short-term activities in their time series.
During star-formation, jets are formed at irregular intervals (Burrows et al.,
1996), and the interaction between the magnetosphere of a rotating protostellar
object and a circumstellar accretion disk drives the collimated outflow (Matt et al.,
2002). This could be the possible explanation of the episodic variations in G351.78-
0.54.
Flaherty & Muzerolle (2010) modelled the mid-infrared variability of a circum-
stellar disk with non-axisymmetric structure and concluded that inner disk changes
could be the source of mid-infrared variations. Variations in the dust temperature
could result in the observed variations (Sobolev et al., 2007).
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6.5 long-term variability
Most of the time series show long-term variations. In some of the time series,
the long-term increases in intensity are well fitted by first-order polynomials. The
sources which show clear long-term linear growth are: G9.62+0.20E, G188.95+0.89
and G328.24-0.55.
On the other hand, G188.95+0.89 and G339.62-0.12 show long-term decays
which can be well fitted by exponential functions. The e-folding times for each
time series are given in Table 6.7. This behaviour was first noticed by van der Walt
(2011). It is thought to be due to recombination of ionised gas around the masing
region (van der Walt, 2011).
Vel. Freq. e-folding time
(km.s−1) (MHz) (days)
10.192 (G188.95+0.89) 12178 1515
11.394 (G188.95+0.89) 12178 1064
11.404 (G188.95+0.89) 6668 1271
-33.533 (G339.62-0.12) 6668 1030
Table 6.7: G188.95+0.89 and G339.62-0.12 e-folding time.
The trends in the time series could characterise the changing local environment
of the maser and the other variations such as episodic, periodic and quasi-periodic
variations could be due to background radiation.
6.6 Flaring behaviour
Some of the methanol sources in our monitoring program showed a flare or flares.
G9.62+0.20E had periodic flares in some of its time series at both 6668 MHz and
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12178 MHz (Figures 5.14 and 5.18). The selected flare in Figure 6.11 ranges from
55500 to 55800 MJD. The other non-periodic flare sources are shown in Table 6.8.
Source Freq. Time range Duration
(MHz) (MJD) (days)
G188.95+0.89 6668 53960-54000 40
G328.24-0.55 6668 53100-53300 200
G338.93-0.06 6668 53100-53300 200
G328.24-0.55 12178 53700-53930 230
G331.13-0.24 6668 53900-54300 400
G339.62-0.12 6668 51670-52200 530
Table 6.8: Some of the methanol maser sources which had flares in their time series.
The flares for all methanol maser sources in the sample are compared in Figure
6.11. For most flares, the rate of increase to the local maximum is greater than the
decay rate. These rates characterise the observed shape. The longest flare occurred
for about 530 days in G339.62-0.12. This source had a slow rise compared to its
decay rate (Figure 6.11). The flare in G188.95+0.89 is the shortest and it lasted
for 40 days and is very different to the others (Figure 6.11). It rises very fast but
afterwards, it appears to return to its quiescent state.
Fujisawa et al. (2011) explained the observed flare in G33.64-0.21 as an impulsive
energy release. It can be used to explain the flares observed in some of our sources.
The flares are common in all kinds of methanol maser variability (weak or strong,
regular or irregular). This fits well with the massive star formation theory because
they are evolving energetic young stellar objects, and energy burst activities are
more likely to occur.
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Figure 6.11: Some of the flares in the methanol maser source sample.
6.7 Some unresolved questions
In general, observed variability argues against originating within individual maser
clouds or caused by background environments. Some of the methanol maser sources
have been observed to show similar behaviour in different masing clouds, suggesting
a common origin for the variability. This argument falsifies the maser spots as the
source of the observed variability. It could be background sources or the environment
surrounding the masers.
Why are class II methanol masers not associated with young low mass protostars
or dying stars, etc? This could be due to the way in which methanol is formation
in star forming regions. Goumans et al. (2007) proposed that methanol is formed
as ice on grain surfaces, then change directly into vapour when heated during star
formation (also see Das et al. (2008)). Water vapour masers appear in both low
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and high mass star forming regions. One possibility is that methanol masers are
formed by a process which only occurs in massive star forming regions - it could
be a unique density distribution. Monitoring these maser sources, and new sources,
will put better constraints on the maser models.
Chapter 7
Conclusion and future prospects
7.1 Conclusion
The two brightest class II methanol masers (6668-MHz and 12178-MHz emission
lines) in massive star forming regions were successfully monitored using the 26-
m HartRAO radio telescope. The monitoring programme consisted of one control
source, one irregular source, seven known periodic and quasi-periodic sources, and
seven new methanol maser sources from the 6668-MHz Methanol Multi-Beam maser
(MMB) catalogues I and II.
The two brightest class II methanol masers show aperiodic, quasi-periodic and
periodic variability over the monitoring periods.
 G351.42+0.64 at 6668 MHz and 12178 MHz was a control source due to its
weak variation range. It shows two flares but it served its purpose to check
the consistency of the Point Source Sensitivity (PSS) determined from the
calibrators (Hydra A and 3C123).
 In contrast to the known periodic and quasi-periodic source, G351.78-0.54
shows episodic variations. The long-term variations are strongly correlated in
all the peaks. The short-term variations show weak correlation between the
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east and west groups of maser peaks. The left maser spot group is strongly
correlated and this also applies to the right maser spot group. These two
groups are approximately 0.82 megaparsec (Mpc) apart. Time delays between
the time series appear, disappear and reappear.
 The seven periodic and quasi-periodic methanol masers are: G12.89+0.49
(29.40± 0.11 day period), G338.93-0.06 (132.8± 0.7 day period), G339.62-0.12
(200.6 ± 1.4 day period), G328.24-0.55 (221.4 ± 1.9 day period), G9.62+0.20E
(243.5± 1.2 day period), G188.95+0.89 (389.4± 4.2 day period), and G331.13-
0.24 (511.0 ± 7.6 day period). Their periods range from 29.4 to 511.0 days.
G188.95+0.89 and G331.13-0.24 are quasi-periodic sources and the rest are
periodic.
 The flares are common and they appear to be independent of the type of vari-
ability (weakly varying, episodic, periodic and quasi-periodic) in the source.
From the sample of eight sources excluding irregular varying source, seven had
at least flare over a thirteen-year period.
 The long-term variations are also common to the weakly varying, episodic,
periodic, and quasi-periodic sources. Some of the sources show a decay which
can be fitted by an exponential function. Maser peaks can be created and
destroyed as observed in the G328.24-0.55 6668 MHz spectra.
 Two new sources were found to be variable and they are possible new candi-
dates for the periodic or quasi-periodic family. These sources are G8.872-0.493
(76 day period) and G358.460-0.391 (187 day period) at 6668-MHz.
 The source of the observed regular variations is not yet understood.
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7.2 Future prospects
The challenge with current interferometry is a detailed resolution of these compact
massive star forming regions. However, the Square Kilometer Array (SKA) and
African Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) Network (AVN) combined with
other VLBI Networks will be vital in terms of their capabilities in filling up the gaps
in the UV plane, and this will give new insights on and detailed images of these
compact regions.
It will be important to make high angular resolution interferometry images of
the maser spots at the maxima and minima of the regularly varying methanol maser
sources. With our current arrays such as the Multi-Element Radio-Linked Interfer-
ometer Network (MERLIN), the Very Large Array (VLA), the Australia Telescope
Compact Array (ATCA), etc, continuum sources can be monitored at local min-
ima and maxima of periodic or quasi-periodic sources provided such a continuum
source exists in the region. This gives information on what the continuum source
is doing when the methanol masers are at local minimum and maximum. It also
gives information as to whether the continuum sources and the methanol masers
are correlated. Observing a continuum source requires very high sensitivity which
implies longer integration times on source.
In some of the class II methanol maser emission regions which show periodic be-
haviour there are water vapour and hydroxyl masers. They should also be monitored
to check their behaviour as the methanol masers are regularly varying, even though
the water vapour masers are thought to be collisionally pumped (see pp. 262-279:
Elitzur, 1992) and are associated with molecular bipolar outflow (Chibueze et al.,
2012; Patel et al., 2000). One of the questions to be answered is: what is the corre-
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lation between the time series of water vapour masers, hydroxyl masers and known
regularly varying methanol masers in massive star forming regions?
The model proposed by Sobolev et al. (2007) shows that it is possible to amplify
masers from the varying surroundings of the masers. In contrast, van der Walt
(2011) proposed background radiation as the source variability. Both models should
be revisited and modified to try to advance the explanation of the source of the
variability. Perhaps coupling these models could bring about a complete model of
masers or a complete model of the source of the observed variability in these massive
star forming regions. The CWB model (see Section 2.6) could be tested by other
observations, e.g. water masers; high-resolution continuum and thermal line images
from Atacama Large Millimeter Array (ALMA).
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